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Abstract
Currently, mobile devices are aware of user position, which can be
provided to mobile apps for the development of tailored services
known as Location-Based Services. Further advances on current
Location-based Services (LBS), i.e. using any other information from
the user such as gender, music preferences etc, may lead to transition
from a Location-Based environment to a fully developed Context-
Aware environment.
The current trend towards Context-aware Services (CAS) is reflected
in academic research since more than twenty years as well as in the
progress in Software Development Kits (SDKs) of the main mobile
operating systems, where CAS frameworks are currently being used.
However, there is no community agreement for modelling context
CAS and little is known about the architecture of these context man-
agement frameworks of the mobile operating systems.
Based on previous research in the area of CAS, I establish and analyse
a reasoning architecture, the Context Engine (CE), that enables the
main steps of designing and implementing context-aware services.
The chief utility of CAS is their ability to formulate and encapsulate
information, obtain user context through context acquisition tools
and distribute it to third-party applications that build personalised
services based on the provided information. The CE has the respon-
sibility of selecting the optimal context acquisition tool to solve a
concrete problem which is discussed in this dissertation.
Furthermore, this thesis contributes to the development of context
inference tools by studying two particular cases. The first case aims
at inferring user (semantic) location information based onmobile
phoneusagedata. This first casehasbeencarriedout in collaboration
with Microsoft Finland, which provides a similar context inference
solution to mobile developers through their Software Development
Kit (SDK). The second case aims at inferring user information based
on social network information, i.e. infer user information based on
i
his or her connections. Both studies yield positive results and have
the potential to be extended to obtain better context acquisition tools
and, therefore, better user context.
ii
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction
Current mobile user applications benefit from the ability of mobile
devices to model and represent information about the user. In prac-
tice, this trendmotivates engagement from themobile community to
define commonly-agreed logical description of users and their con-
text. User position is the prime example of user information that has
been defined, modelled and standardised. This unification allows
user position to be acquired and shared across mobile device com-
ponents, supporting the development of newmobile applications
and services that are based on position, and leading to the wide class
of applications commonly referred to as Location-based Services [1].
Similarly to how position information is nowadays used, other user-
related information can be used to develop more personalised ser-
vices,moving froma Location-based environment towards aContext-
aware environment. To facilitate the development of context-aware
services, often offered as mobile apps, there is a need for context
management frameworks that assume responsibilities like context
acquisition and reasoning. In that way, mobile developers may de-
velop apps that are tailored to user behaviour easily, instead of having
to understand or develop ownmethods without the required exper-
tise.
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Surely, the major mobile operating systems like iOS, Android and
Windows Phones are aware of the advantages of having components
supporting the development of Context-aware Services (CAS) in form
of Software Development Kit (SDK) for mobile developers to access
user context, such as Android Location and Sensors API, or Lumia
SensorCore SDK. In this case, Lumia SensorCore SDK is providing
mobile developers with location information using the methods de-
veloped in this thesis [P2] and posterior work of the same authors
[2].
On the academic side, research work on CAS has been of increasing
importance during the 21st century, which can have justification
in the proliferation of mobile devices, mobile sensors, increase in
computing capabilities, and global Internet access. The research
work has been heavily focused on proposing approaches for context
management, i.e. the correspondent to more complex/smarter mo-
bile phone SDK. Also, some research work has been focused towards
offering solutions to concrete context acquisition problems. I have
carried out research both in context management and in context
acquisition.
Regarding context management, this thesis analyses the proposed
context-aware systems and proposes a framework for effective man-
agement of contextual information. Within the scope of this thesis,
the framework has been demoed for Android in [P1], section III-B
entitled Experimental Context Engine Environment.
Regarding context acquisition, this thesis aims at solving two con-
crete context acquisition problems. The first context acquisition
solution is to identify user’s location based onmobile phone usage.
The second context acquisition solution is to infer the context of an
user in social network settings based on the connections and their
context. They are further described in Chapter 3.
2
1 Research Objectives and Scope of the
Thesis
This thesis consists of an introductory part and six peer reviewed
papers published in scientific conferences and journals. The intro-
ductory part of this thesis (i.e., the sections) provides a synthesis of
the research work conducted in the context of this doctoral thesis.
It provides a unified background and integrates and connects indi-
vidual research articles, increasing their significance as a group of
publications.
Generally speaking, this thesis investigates the necessary empirical
and logical components required in designing and implementingmo-
bile context-aware systems. In particular, the focus lies on providing
answers to the following research questions:
1. How to establish and improve context-aware service formobile
applications?
A) What kind of reference architecture is needed? [P1]
B) What kind of data sources, stakeholder roles, and services
are available or need to be developed? [P5]
C) How does the context engine select the optimal channel
to obtain contextual information for third-party applica-
tions? [P6]
2. What kind of induction and inference methods can be applied
by the context engine?
A) How to infer user information based in phone usage logs?
[P2]
B) How to infer context based on the user’s social environ-
ment? [P3], [P4]
ResearchQuestion (RQ) 1 approachesUserContextManagement and
the Context Engine (CE) as a implementation framework, described
in Chapter 2. RQ 2 approaches the discovery of user contextual from
observational data: two case studies are described and discussed in
Chapter 3.
3
2 Background
Acknowledging user context, e.g. position or activity, provides a nat-
ural way to adapt applications according to the user needs. The cap-
ture and exploiting of context is not self-evident and it is tempting to
assign the related responsibilities to individual context-consuming
applications. This lack of support hinders context-aware application
development. Context-aware systems, which handle user context
effectively, may enable the development of smarter context-aware
services.
According to Baldauf et al, "context can refer to any information
that can be used to characterise the situation of an entity, where an
entity can be a person, place or physical or computational object" [3].
We accept the definition of situation as "every element that refers
to the context of the user" [4]. Usually, the term context is used in
this thesis, but occasionally the term situation is used to refer to a
meaningful set of contextual attributes. For instance, a user’s current
location can be referred to as user context or user situation. User
information is normally used to obtain user context, for example,
from user information about the music the user has listened, we can
extract the user contextmusic preference. In some other cases, the
user information is the same as user context, e.g. the gender.
Research on context aware systems began in earnest in early 1990 [5],
and continues to be a well-researched area. Context-aware services
provide the basis for the development of personalised services [6].
They mostly treat user context as any information that relates to the
user.
Context-aware computing may go beyond Location-based Services
(LBS) [1] or other basic user contextual attributes. Figure 1 shows
what types of user information need to be understood to provide
more sophisticated context-aware services, according to Mehra [7].
Context complexity increases in the picture from right to left, with ba-
sic context such as actual tasks or events, and more complex context
such as professional networks or user interests.
The main components of context aware services may include con-
text providers and context-aware services, perhaps associated with
service locating services or brokers [8]. We identify three comple-
4
Figure 1: Dimensions of large context [7]
mentary approaches for the context providers to acquire contextual
information: direct sensor access, where the information is read
from sensor APIs; middleware infrastructure, which uses a layered
architecture that enhances re-usability and provides concurrent sen-
sor access; and context server, which in addition allows gathering
information from remote data sources and distributing the costs of
measurements. We focus onmiddleware based and context-server
based systems, since direct sensor access does not allow concurrent
access to context.
Several context-aware frameworks and systems have been presented
in the literature, all using middleware structure or context server, in-
cluding Context Broker Architecture (CoBra), CORTEX, Gaia, Context-
Awareness Sub-Structure (CASS), introducing many of the elements
related to context-aware computing [3]. Baldauf et al compared the
most popular context-aware systems, including a summary table [3].
With regard to context modeling, various theoretical approaches ex-
ist, including key-based models, object oriented models or ontology-
based models. Strang and Linnhoff-Popien review the existing mod-
elling approaches and concluded that ontology-based models offer
many desirable properties such as information alignment, the ability
5
to dealwith incomplete or partially understood information, domain-
independent modelling and the ability to formally work with a con-
textmodel of varying level of details [9]. Due to such desirable proper-
ties, we opt to use ontology-basedmodels, but there is no commonly
agreed standard ontology. Arguably the most widely known sensor
ontology is the W3C Semantic Sensor Network (SSN), which is based
on a review of 17 sensor or observation-centric ontologies [10]. The
ontology is alignedwith the general DOLCEUltra Lite upper ontology,
providing concepts such as PhysicalObject, Situation and Region [11].
Although extensions are applicable, SSN emphasizes the aspects of
physical sensor networks. The CONtext ONtology (CONON), in turn,
acknowledges the generalised logical sensor context [12], as can be
seen in Figure 2, and it is used by Service-Oriented Context-Aware
Middleware (SOCAM). The SOCAM architecture was designed to
provide efficient infrastructure support for building context-aware
services in pervasive computing environments [8]. Also, CONON
can be extended with domain-specific ontologies that suit better the
modelled event [12].
Figure 2: Class hierarchy of the upper (SOCAM) ontology [12]
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One of the key advantages of ontology-basedmodelling is the pos-
sibility of logical inference, presented in 4.1. Logical reasoning may
be complemented with empirical reasoning to develop (smarter)
context-aware systems. The context frameworks may combine both
worlds to gain a greater understanding of the user context, as dis-
cussed in chapter 2. More detailed background information is in-
cluded in [P1].
Main concepts and clarifications
This section clarifies some of the terms and main concepts in this
thesis. In the thesis the terms user model and user context are used.
User modelling is an established area in Computer Science aiming at
modelling certain properties of the users in a software system. User
models are usually valid for longer period of time. Unlike the user
model, the user context, i.e. any information that can be used to
characterise the situation of an user, changes often within minutes.
I also would like to make the distinction between traditional user
modelling and the modern context modelling. User modelling has
been typically more static with user information that was inserted
in the system manually. With the proliferation of mobile phones,
sensors and the global access to Internet, context modelling has be-
comemore sophisticated, since we are capable of detecting changes
in user context automatically. Since this thesis focuses on Context-
aware Services (CAS) formobile devices, it will always refer to context
modelling instead of traditional user modelling.
3 Organisation and Contribution
The introductory part of the thesis is comprised of four chapters.
The present chapter motivates the research, specifying the needs
for that research given the current state of the art, and specifies the
research questions and objectives. Chapter 2 is dedicated to context
management in an architectural and logical perspective, aiming at
solving Research Question (RQ)1, and is based on publications [P1],
[P5] and [P6]. Chapter 3 focuses on context inference tools as specific
components in the context management architecture. It presents
two empirical studies that aim at solving RQ2, based on publications
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[P2], [P3] and [P4]. Chapter 4 is dedicated to discussions, conclusions
and future work.
Although scientific contributions are explained as they arise in the
doctoral thesis and its corresponding publications, theymay be sum-
marised as follows:
• Introduction and prototyping of a novel context-aware com-
puting framework.
• Outline of the responsibilities and benefits of context-aware
systems for mobile devices.
• Context modelling approach using ontology-based models.
• Review of available context-aware system components: data,
algorithms and technologies.
• Design and implementation of an inference tool to automat-
ically detect user semantic location based on mobile usage
information.
• Improvement of current inference algorithms for inference of
user context attributes in social network settings, based on
homophily, i.e., similarity between network users.
• Definition of mechanisms to select the optimal channel to
obtain contextual information based on application specific
needs.
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CHAPTER 2
User Context Management
1 Proposed framework
This section is dedicated to the introduction of the Context Engine
(CE), a software framework or component for dealing with (collect-
ing, storing and distributing), modelling and reasoning with context
[P1]. This component facilitates the development of context-aware
services because it delegates someuser context tasks to theCE. There-
fore, applications do not need to handle the user contextual informa-
tion and can obtain it from the CE in a transparent manner.
An important feature of the proposed framework is that a context
ontology such as CONtext ONtology (CONON) is used for multiple
entities to represent and share contextual information. Therefore,
third-party applications do not need to understand the functioning
of the CE but instead can use the context ontology to communicate
with the context engine. Publication [P1] focuses on the CE itself,
while [P5] focuses on the available data sources and methods as well
as interesting application areas. [P6] focuses onCE’s decisionmaking
when several context acquisition channels are available.
The CE’s architecture is depicted in Figure 1, including its compo-
9
Figure 1: Basic CE Architecture [P1]
nents [P5]:
TheContext Ontology is a formal naming and definition of the types,
properties, and interrelationships of the information related
to the user context. It is a key mechanism since it governs
communications between applications and the CE.
Factual Information is the description of an event or an entity, and
it is useful to provide user with tailored services. For example,
we input factual information when we say that the user gender
is female, or that the weather will be sunny on the weekend.
Terminological Information, or meta-information is used by com-
puters to understand factual information. Thesauruses and
taxonomies provide this type of information. They can be used
to specify, for instance, that gender may take values male or fe-
male. The context ontology may also be seen as terminological
information; however, it has a dedicated section since ontology-
based reasoning has logical consequences when computing
with context.
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Processing methods are used to discover (previously unknown) in-
formation based on available information. For instance, phys-
ical user activity can be inferred based on the sensor infor-
mation. Information inference can be logical, based on the
context ontology, or empirical, drawing conclusions from ob-
servational data. The logical inference is discussed in Section
4.1 and the empirical inference in Section 4.2.
Uncertainty Management. Information about the user is often un-
certain. There are also cases in which there is not a commonly
agreedmeans to define user context as in, for example, the case
of music preferences.
Privacy and user preferences. The CEmust reason with context and
distribute user context to third-party applications according to
user preferences. Also, it needs to ensure that user privacy is
not violated.
Context Service Selection. The CE selects the optimal context acqui-
sition tool using the Context Service Selection, which is further
described in Section 3.
2 Uncertaintymanagement
An information model is an abstraction or simplification of the real
world and naturally implies uncertainty, defined as the situation
where neither the probability distribution of a variable nor its mode
of occurrence is known. Certain information includes user-provided
information or measured information. Therefore, user-provided
information is assumed true. When user position is calculated using
current positioning technologies, the information is certain and its
accuracy can be measured. The term "accuracy" is, according to the
ISO 5725-1, used to describe the closeness of a measurement to the
true value.
Uncertainty can be quantified using, among others, probabilistic the-
ory or fuzzy logic. Although techniques of both fields are alike, they
differ in their meaning. Several approaches and their characteristics
are presented, to select the best fit to our problem.
Fuzzy logic usually refers to degree of definiteness, capturing the
degree to which a statement is true. If the user likes coffee with
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degree of definiteness with value of 0.6, it means that the user likes
coffee moderately. However, degree of definiteness with value of 1.0
would mean that the user loves coffee.
In probability theory, however, there is no direct procedure to assert
degree of definiteness. We can talk about probability of an event, but
an event is described using crisp logic, the user either likes coffee or
doesn’t. There are two approaches to use probabilities, Bayesian and
Frequentist, both using probability theory. For Bayesians, who treat
all unknowns as random variables, probabilities are interpreted as
degree of certainty. P(likes,coffee)=0.7 means that the agent making
the assertion is 70% certain that the user likes coffee. For Frequen-
tists, who believe probabilities represent long run frequencies with
which events occur, P(likes,coffee)=0.7 means that, if we repeat the
experiment 10 times, in 7 experiments the user likes coffee.
Since most inference methods in Machine Learning use Bayesian
methods, our choice is to use Bayesian approach to facilitate the
integration of such methods. Therefore, all probabilities presented
in Section 3 should be interpreted as Bayesian.
3 Context Service Selection
The CE is responsible for obtaining user context and provide it to
third-party applications. Sometimes, when several context channels
are available, the CE faces the problem of selecting the best channel
to obtain contextual information based on the application require-
ments.
Earlier work acknowledged the relevance of ontology-based models
andproposed a generalmodel to represent context, with aprobability
extension to OWL. Although this approach enables the representa-
tion of probabilistic relationships between variables [13], it lacks the
capabilities to represent any other non-probabilistic information.
Our work [P6] overcomes such lack, and proposes using decision
networks for selecting the optimal channel using a trade-off of infor-
mation accuracy, monetary cost and time of response. Further, such
decision is annotated in the ontology-based model to allow logical
inference.
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Our work is illustrated using an example in which a mobile appli-
cation requests the user gender. The CE is capable of using three
different channels to obtain user gender, i) using first name-based
inference; ii) using information from Facebook; and, iii) using user-
picture-based inference. A decision network like the one in Figure 2
is constructed and the decision ismade based on a trade-off between
inference accuracy, the probability that the inferred information is
true; time of response, the needed time to obtain the user context;
and the monetary cost of using external services or datasets. This
work has been published and further details can be found at [P6].
Figure 2: Decision network for choosing context channel to infer the
user’s gender
4 Context Reasoning
Building Context-aware Services (CAS) may be conceptually simple
when needed user information is available, certain and accurate. For
example, an e-commerce application that provides users with rec-
ommendation based on their age might be easy to design. However,
13
Table 1: Classification of context queries based on information and
query complexity
Simple info Complex info
atomic query
i) age based on social
network
ii) favourite music gen-
der based on historical
data
molecular
query
iii) atHome or not
based on user position
and info of user’s
address
iv) weatherTomorrow
at a certain day based
on user calendar and
weather services
in other cases context information may not be available and may
require expensive computations. We discuss in the sequel the terms
information complexity and query complexity.
User information can be of diverse nature. Information tractability
refers to how easy the information can be dealt with. Information
vagueness can be defined as lack of preciseness in thought or com-
munication. We use the term complex information to refer to infor-
mation that is not tractable or whose definition is vague. Queries
can be divided in two types based on its complexity: atomic queries,
which request a single piece of contextual information; andmolec-
ular queries, which combine results of at least two atomic queries.
Table 1 shows examples of contextual information that fall in each
category.
Most actual inference tools solve queries belonging to quadrants
i and iii, including our context inference case studies in chapter 3.
Quadrant ii queries require definition of user context that client appli-
cations interpret unambiguously. Quadrants iii and iv aim at solving
compound queries, which has its own additional challenges such as
query optimisation and representing probably approximately true
terms and sentences. In the abstract sense, this line of research is
already underway [14].
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4.1 Logical Inference
As discussed in Section 2, ontology-based modelling offers the most
desirable properties, including information alignment, partial valida-
tion, dealing with incompleteness and ambiguity and richness and
quality of the information [9]. Chen et al. point out three additional
benefits of using ontologies to model context [15]:
(i) a common ontology enables knowledge sharing in open and
dynamic distributed systems [16];
(ii) ontologies with well defined declarative semantics provide a
means for intelligent agents to reason about contextual infor-
mation;
(iii) explicitly represented ontologies allow devices and agents not
expressly designed to work together to inter-operate, achieving
serendipitous interoperability [17].
Particular Technologies
An ontology is a theory which uses a specific vocabulary to describe
entities, classes, properties and related functionswith a specific point
of view. The Web Ontology Language (OWL) is the most widespread
ontology language, designed and recommended by the World Wide
Web Consortium (W3C) for Semantic Web or other purposes. One of
the advantages of ontologies is that they enable semantic reasoners,
pieces of software able to infer logical consequences from a set of
asserted facts or axioms.
Using OWL would allow us to specify the inference rules to be used
in the reasoning process. W3C provides an introduction to OWL 2,
explaining also the capabilities of the language its syntax [18]. Among
many others, we could define inverse properties or subproperties.
• InverseOf: For example, the contextual properties locatedIn
and contains can be declared as inverse. Therefore, asserting
that the user is located in the living room has the logical conse-
quence that the living room contains the user.
• subClassOf: Some contextual properties may be subclasses of
others. For instance, if the user is located in the living room, it
has the logical consequence that the user is located at home.
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More information on how to express context and inference rules
using ontologies can be found in [8].
Declaring rich ontologies that capture characteristics of themodelled
event increases the CE’s capacity to further understand non-asserted
user context, when using appropriate reasoners such as Pellet.
Defined rules
Besides logical inference using ontology properties, it is possible
to perform inference using other rules, defined for example from
knowledge of the modelled-domain (either provided by experts or
empirically obtained). For instance, rules can be introduced to infer
whether the user is watching television according to other contextual
information. The following snippet represents a defined rule where
the user being in the living room while the television is on implies
that the user watches television.
(soc:user soc:locatedIn soc:livingRoom), (soc:TV soc:status soc:ON)
> (soc:user soc:activity soc:watchingTV)
This rule does not belong to the ontology itself, but it is created by
the CE on top of it. Also, the rule can be true only for a specific user
or can be inserted by the user directly.
For implementing such rules in our system, Rete algorithms can be
used for pattern matching, determining which of the system’s rules
should fire based on its data store [19].
4.2 Empirical Inference
Empirical Inference is the process of drawing conclusions fromobser-
vational data, unlike logical inference where rules are (often) defined
by domain experts. For empirical inference, the observational data
can be measurements from a real-world process to be understood,
that are usedby researchers to understand the process and to develop
accurate inference techniques.
Particularly, we are interested in empirical inference methods that
can learn from labelled data, i.e., regression or classification. Regres-
sion techniques yield output variables with continuous values, like
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for instance in the case that user age is inferred. Classification tech-
niques, instead, yield label output variable, for instance in the case
of activity recognition, deciding whether a user is still, walking or
biking, among others [20], [21]. These classification techniques have
been widely studied and included in some well-known reference
book such as those by Russel and Norvig [22], or Hastie et al [23], and
have been applied to solve concrete problems such as activity recog-
nition or speech recognition [24], [25]. Deep learning approaches are
currently very popular for areas such as autonomous driving, face
recognition, and detection or classification problems where there is
local connectivity in the data (in an image, a pixel is usually similar to
the pixels around it). Although they performwell, themain limitation
is that they act as black boxes, i.e. the human would not understand
the main reason or features for the decision made by the algorithm.
This dissertation includes two case studies that use empirical infer-
ence for context prediction, in Chapter 3.
5 Resources for Context-Aware Services
In the foregoing, the context awareness problem has been ap-
proached from the architectural and methodological points of view.
This subsection reviews what information sources, methods and
technologies are available to build such context-aware services and
discusses what application areas may benefit. This is a summary of
[P5].
User-related information
With regard to sensor data to capture user context, the literature
usually defines three types of sensors from which to obtain context:
physical, virtual and combined sensors [3]. We consider two addi-
tional types of user-related information, namely social media and
direct user input:
1. Physical sensors are capable of capturing physical data of the
entity’s environment. Some examples include accelerometers,
microphones or thermometers. Physical sensors are the most
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widely used sensors in current mobile applications, but virtual
sensors are being increasingly used.
2. Virtual sensors have access to virtual information such as data
from application and services, including calendars or e-mails.
The inclusion of virtual sensor is challenging, since it can have
unstructured formats, and the information providers have to
devise procedures for third-parties to access their information.
3. Combined sensors provide information that has been obtained
by combining information from two or more sensors. For ex-
ample, a module that reports user activity (idle, walking, etc)
belongs to combined sensors, since the information has been
inferred based on information from physical sensors.
4. Social Media is a subgroup of virtual sensors that is dealt in its
own section because of its specific characteristics. According to
Kaplan andHaenlein, social media is a group of Internet-based
applications that build on the ideological and technological
foundation of Web 2.0, and allow the creation and exchange of
user generated content [26].
5. Direct User Input is another means of obtaining user context.
The system asks the user to enter some information like age,
home address or next trip’s destination.
General Information
Besides information to model the user context, some other infor-
mation may be needed, relevant to the user later. For instance, to
provide user with weather forecast, general information about the
weather forecast in the city is necessary, and it can be obtained using
third-party services. Typically, this general information is used to
complement user context or to provide information to the user:
Plain web information is rarely published as machine-readable
data and computer needs to use data mining and text ana-
lytic tools, although natural language seems too ambiguous to
be understood robustly by machines.
Web services allow third-party applications to reuse publisher data
and services. There has been work toward the full standardisa-
tion of web services. TheW3C published a series of recommen-
dations that allows data to be used by third-party applications.
Most weather services belong to this category.
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Open data can be freely used, re-used and distributed by anyone
to everyone - subject only, at most, to the requirement to at-
tribute and sharealike [27]. Open data initiatives have emerged
lately in many organisations. For instance, governments have
published open data in the area of health, such in the case
of MEDLINEplus [28] or transportation, offering open public
transportation data.
Linked data refers to data published on the Web in such a way that
it is machine-readable. Its meaning is explicitly defined and it
is linked to other external datasets and can, in turn, be linked
from external datasets [29]. Although the terms Open data and
Linked data are often used interchangeably, linked data is not
necessarily open, although both are often published under an
open license agreement. Linked data can be published using
data formats such as RDF and standards for knowledge repre-
sentation data models such as RDF-Schema or OWL. SPARQL
is the language to be used to query data stored in RDF format.
Terminological Information
Terminological Information helps computers make sense of the fac-
tual information, both user-related and general information. Such
terminological information appears in forms of vocabularies, the-
sauruses or ontologies, among others. For instance, DublinCore is a
set of vocabulary terms to describe web and physical resources [30].
Another example is the Medical Subject Heading, a controlled medi-
cal vocabulary of termsmaintained and used by the National Library
of Medicine for indexing, cataloguing, and searching for biomedical
and health-related information and documents [31].
Algorithms and inference techniques
There are a vast amount of algorithms for information inference.
Some of them include position techniques, which use built-in physi-
cal sensors to estimate user’s physical location [32]; semantic user
location [P2]; activity recognition [20]; and, sentiment analysis and
opinionmining, whichmake use of information obtained from social
media [33].
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Areas of application
Context-aware services can be used in many application domains
such as Location-based Services, providing services that adapt to
user location [1]. Geo-fencing is becoming more popular [34] for
services when users enter a specific geometric area, e.g. sending a re-
minder when located less than fifty metres away from the post office.
Also, information providers would be able to filter information and
provide users with relevant information based on their preferences
and context. Recommender systems estimate ratings for items that
have not been seen yet by the user, and recommend relevant ones.
Many services can be provided in areas such as education, health
and sport, travelling and tourism, logistics, e-democracy and smart
homes and cities. Special attention should be paid to crowd-based
applications that match people’s needs with other people’s available
resources, like airbnb for house renting and blablacar for carsharing.
Functional context-aware systems would facilitate the development
of these crowd-based applications and reduce the tedious top-down
coordination required nowadays.
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CHAPTER 3
Inference Case Studies
This chapter introduces two use cases for empirical inference. The
first case study uses well-knownMachine Learning methods to solve
a specific classification problem, trained using a labelled dataset. In
the second case, we create an indicator for measuring homophily
in a graph and incorporate it on existing inference techniques. The
technique is applied in a specific dataset to show its benefits for
context inference.
1 Infer user location based onmobile
phone usage
The objective of this case study is to build a classifier that, given infor-
mation of user phone usage, infers the location context of the user,
i.e.semantic label of the user location. The background idea is that
users use their phones in a different manner in different locations;
therefore, phone usage can be an indicator of user semantic loca-
tion [35, 36, 37, 38]. Semantic location or location labels refers to the
meaning of the current position for the user location, e.g. at home or
at work.
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In this work, we use a phone usage dataset, process it and extract rele-
vant features. The work mostly consists of data processing and trans-
formation to maximise classification accuracy, considering domain-
specific knowledge and user privacy. This section presents some
insights and results from our previous work [P2].
Data
In this workwe use the so-calledMDCdatabase [39], where about 200
users used Nokia N95 devices normally for between 3 and 18months.
All the information of the usage of the phones was automatically
collected and anonymised. The data include the logs of phone calls
and SMS, calendar entries, multimedia displayed, Global Positioning
System (GPS) information when available, network information and
system information (e.g. battery status, device inactive time). After
the data collection, a clustering algorithm was used to identify the
most relevant places for each user, who were then asked to label
themmanually[40]. The collected data has a size of 46 GB and con-
tained information of several types; the most relevant information to
solve the problem was extracted according to expert insights of the
problem. Also, the data was processed to protect user’s privacy.
Frequent visits to places, defined as those where the user stays longer
than 20 min, were detected automatically and users were asked to
label these places manually. These label data were used to learn the
relation betweenmobile phone usage and current user (semantic)
location. A subset of features was chosen to solve this specific prob-
lem, including the features related to the system data, (anonymised)
call logs, and acceleration-based activity data. The other features
were discarded either for not being relevant to solve the problem at
hand or for not being possible to obtain such information in practice
frommobile users.
From these data entries, we computed for each visit the features
to be used in the classification task. We decided to use only such
sensor data that can be assumed to be available also for a real time
application on a phone without violating the privacy of the user. Our
feature list includes the following:
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System information contains the following attributes:
startHour starting hour of the visit
endHour finishing hour of the visit
duration duration of the visit (in seconds)
nightStay a measure of the frequency of visits to the place between
6 pm and 6 am
sysActiveRatio proportion of the duration when the system has
been active in a visit
sysActStartsPerHour number of status changes from system inac-
tive to system active each hour during the visit
chargingTimeRatio phone charging time as a proportion of the du-
ration of the visit
batteryAvg average battery level during the visit
Regarding calls, we consider but do not distinguish incoming and
outgoing calls, and we capture frequency and duration of calls:
callsPerHour number of calls per each hour in a certain visit
callsTimeRatio duration of calls per hours in a certain visit
Accelerometer information was used to compute motion modes, e.g.
idle, walking. We calculated what portion of the time the user is in
each motion status. The different modes were:
idleStillRatio proportion of the visit that the user is idle or still
walkRatio proportion of the visit that the user status is walk
vehicleRatio proportion of the visit duration that the user status is
either car/bus/motorbike or train/metro/tram
sportRatio proportion of the visit duration that the user status is
either run, bicycle, or skateboard
In addition to these 14 calculated features, we also saved the place
label, i.e. the place where the user was at each time, to learn patterns
in the data. The place label can take three different values, home,
workor other. The latter includes all the generally less frequentplaces,
such as friend’s home, transportation or restaurant.
Two approaches are proposed to represent location information for
each user: the visit approach and the place approach. In the visit
approach, each visit is treated as a tuple or point in the feature space.
In the place approach, several visits of a user to the same place are
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combined: therefore, each place is treated as a tuple or point in the
feature space. The places approach is a cumulative approach and
robust to outliers. The visit approach hasmore data instances for the
learning process.
Methods & Results
Several classification methods fromMatlab’s Statistics and Neural
Networks toolboxes have been applied to solve the semantic labelling
problem. Two thirds of the users were randomly selected for training,
leaving one third of the users for testing. The applied methods in-
cludeNaïve Bayes (NB), Decision Tree (DT), Bagged Tree (BT), Neural
Network (NN) and K-Nearest Neighbour (KNN) [P2]. Figures 1 and
2 show the classification accuracy for the semantic labelling prob-
lem using the places and visit approaches, respectively. In general,
the places approach yields better results, presumably because of
its robustness to outliers. For instance, a not so common visit to
the workplace may be classified correctly in the places approach,
while the visits approach has difficulties to label the visit. In the
place approach, simple methods like Naïve Bayes yield satisfactory
results, outperforming more complex methods such as K-Nearest
Neighbours.
Some classifiers offer an intuitive explanation of the relevance of
the attributes. The decision tree, in each level, needs to choose the
most decisive feature for the classification problem, i.e. the feature
with lowest entropy. In this scenario, the most decisive features are
night stay, stay duration, start time and battery status. We conjecture
that the combination of both representation approaches would yield
better classification and would help deal with the cold start problem
in the place approach, which needs more data to classify accurately.
Overall classification rates in similar works range from 0.65 to 0.75
[36, 37, 38]. Our best classifiers achieve overall classification rates
over 0.8. However, problems cannot be compared unambiguously.
Other works attempted to solve the problem using ten labels while
we focused on three, using fewer features for the classification prob-
lem. We presented two alternative approaches and the comparison
between them. The research presented in this paper has a practical
utility; it was conducted as part of the related work for the creation
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Figure 1: Classification rates (%) for different methods, using visits
approach. The percentage of well-classified samples for each
class is given above the bars. The overall percentage of well-
classified samples for the classifiers is shown below the bars.
Figure 2: Classification rates (%) for different methods, using places
approach. The percentage of well-classified samples for each
class is given above the bars. The overall percentage of well-
classified samples for the classifiers is shown below the bars.
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of the Place Monitor API of the Lumia SensorCore SDK [41], which is
a collection of APIs to provide meaningful activity and location data
from sensors that run constantly in the background in a low power
mode.
The work has been extended adding other classifiers such as Logistic
Regression andSupportedVectorMachines, onemore representation
approach and techniques for feature selection [2], but this extension
is not included in this doctoral dissertation. Further, evaluation
procedures such as 10-fold cross validation may be worth checking
for reducing the over-fitting of our models.
2 Infer user information based on social
connections
This section investigates a means to use information about the user’s
characteristic as a social being to infer unknown user information.
This problem has an increasing practical impact due to the emer-
gence of online social networks, which allow the capture of informa-
tion about users and relationships between them and other entities.
The main corpus of this section has been published in [P3] and [P4].
SocialNetworkAnalysis (SNA) focuses on the discovery and evolution
of relations among entities (people, organisations, activities, etc.). In
particular, thiswork focuses on the social phenomenonof homophily,
defined as "the principle that a contact between similar people oc-
curs at a higher rate than among dissimilar people" [42], shown to be
ubiquitous in social networks [43]. Inverse homophily, also known
as heterophily, can occur as well in social networks, where dissimilar
people tend to connect at a higher rate. That is the case in a graph
representing romantic relationships in a high school class[44]. Dur-
ing this thesis, we use the term homophily broadly to refer to both
(direct) homophily and inverse homophily. Homophily has been
used in several environments, for example, the homophily index is
used to predict the level of trust between two users and can be used
for recommendation systems in e-commerce [45].
Although the phenomenon of homophily has been studied in the
social sciences for over forty years [46, 44, 47], the power of machines
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and their ability to capture information about the world has boosted
its current research interest in other areas [42, 43, 48, 49, 50].
The main idea in our research work is that the homophily properties
of networks can be used to infer missing information. We therefore
seek to build an indicator of homophily that captures the degree to
which homophily occurs in a network or a system. A few indicators
of homophily have been described [48, 51, 52, 45] but are not always
easy to interpret and seemingly fail to capture and utilize the het-
erophilic behavior of the network, i.e., they only capture homophilic
behaviour.
Reasonably, one could infer basic user information as in the work
by Mislove et al [48], where unknown user information regarding
university starting year andmajor, among others, is inferred based
on the network information using community detection techniques.
These authors assume homophily to be present in the network and
propose techniques to exploit that [48]. Our approach is to measure
homophily in the network and consider it for inference whether it
takes place in direct or inverse manner. Note that our scientific con-
tribution does not lie in the definition of similarity and homophily
metrics. Instead, we acknowledge the existence of other (more com-
plete) metrics that can be used to measure homophily in a graph
[51, 53]. The indicators in [53] are a generalisation of our metrics for
larger number of contexts. Instead, our contribution lies in how to
use our indicator, or other similar indicators, for context inference,
that works for both direct and inverse homophily.
The work is presented as follow: Section 2.1 presents the metric to
measure homophily in Static Networks, using a simplified informa-
tionmodel. Section 2.2 further studies the evolution of networks that
exhibit homophily, exploiting the concepts of selection and sociali-
sation. Section 2.3 proposes the means to use structural homophily,
or socialization, to improve context inference, which will be applied
on a real-world dataset in Section 2.4.
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2.1 Homophily in Static Networks
Mathematical Definition
Let us first introduce some basic graph notation: LetG = (V ,E ) de-
note a finite undirected graph with nodes V = v1, . . . ,vn , and edges
E = e1, . . . ,em , where n ,m 2 Z are the number of nodes and edges in
G , respectively. E is the set of node pairs
ek = (vi ,vj ) k 2 {1, . . . ,m} i , j 2 {1, . . . ,n}
In thiswork, we aremainly interested in graphswith nodes annotated
with contextual attributes. To model this, let C denote a function
from nodes to finite vectors of Boolean attributes, C :V 7! {0,1}. We
can thus refer to vi ’s contextual attribute as C (vi ).
Quantify Homophily
Define p , and q as the two possible values of a contextual attribute.
Define np and nq as the number of nodes inG with values of context
attribute p and q , respectively. Denoting K to be the complete graph
spanned byG , the number of possible homophilic edges, between
nodes with same context C (vi ) (i.e. two nodes with type p or two
nodes with type q ), is denoted |E +(K )|, and the number of possible
heterophilic edges between dissimilar nodes (i.e. one node of type p
and another of type q ) is denoted |E  (K )|, where
|E +(K )|= np (np  1)
2
+
nq (nq  1)
2
|E  (K )|= npnq
Next, we define r +G , r
 
G 2 R+ as the ratios of homogeneous and het-
erogeneous edges present in our graphG , respectively, with respect
to the homogeneous and heterogeneous edges in K , the complete
graph, as follows
r +G =
|E +(G )|
|E +(K )| , r
 
G =
|E  (G )|
|E  (K )|
Assuming at least one edge is present in G (otherwise homophily
measuring is irrelevant), we define our homophily indicator Hom for
graphG as
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Hom(G ) =
r +G   r  G
r +G + r
 
G
The homophily indicator lies in the range [-1,1]. Positive values of
Hom indicate that the networks exhibits a high prevalence of ho-
mophily, while negative values of Hom indicate that the network
exhibits a high prevalence of heterophily, i.e., users are connected
with dissimilar people. When the homophily indicator is close to
0, between  " and +", the system does not exhibit homophily, as
shown in the following definition
G exhibits
8<: direct homophily if Hom(G )> "no homophily if Hom(G ) "inverse homophily if Hom(G )< "
The homophily threshold +" varies in different networks, depending
on the size of the graph and the density of edges. The threshold is
the way in which one deals with translating the theoretical defini-
tion of homophily into a practical working definition. The idea of
the homophily threshold was previously introduced by Easley and
Kleinberg [49].
2.2 Homophily in Stochastic Networks
According to Cohen and Kandel, it is understood that similarities
among friends are a result of both social selectionand social influence
[54, 47], the underlying mechanisms of homophily.
Selection is the mechanism whereby friends are similar because peo-
ple develop relationships with similar others, e.g., a doctoral student
might befriend other doctoral students because of their social simi-
larity, like age range or education level. Social influence, in turn, is
the mechanism whereby friends become similar through their rela-
tionships, e.g. a person can influence his or her friends in musical
preferences, resulting in more similar profiles.
Intuitively, in a graph with nodes and links representing users and
their relationships, selection tends to affect the structure of the social
network, i.e. links between users, while social influence tends to
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affect the (contextual) attributes. In practice, however, it is often hard
to distinguish between the effects of the twomechanisms. Suppose
two people get to know each other in a party and become friends
later in a social network. Typically, socialisation mechanisms cause
change in the network attributes. However, in this case, socialisation
causes a change in the network structure.
Therefore, when quantifying homophily, unlike in state-of-the-art
indicators [53], we choose to avoid using the terms selection and
socialisation while referring to the quantification of these effects.
Instead, in [P4]we used a nomenclature that considers the effect on
the network independently of its underlying mechanism: structural
homophily, how homophily changes the network structure and at-
tributive homophily, how homophily changes the network nodes’
attributes.
For studying the evolution of the network in time, it would be nec-
essary to study the effects of homophily on the structure and on
the attributes of the network. This work focuses on the effect of ho-
mophily on the structure, defining structural homophily, an indicator
to quantify such effects, and integrating it into context inference so-
lutions. Future work would include studying attributive homophily
as well as combining them both.
Mathematical Definition
Consider observing the network over time interval of duration D.
By discretising G into L periods, each of durationW, we obtain the
sequence of successive graph states
G = (G1,G2, . . .GL )
such that LW =D .
Quantifying Structural Homophily
We consider it only relevant to measure structural homophily in
graphs where at least one homogeneous and one heterogeneous
edges can be potentially added in the next period. Consider graph
Gt to be the state of the social network at some time t ✏L .  E (Gt )
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then represents the set additional edges added between two con-
secutive graphs, i.e, E (Gt ) = E (Gt ) E (Gt 1). The complement or
inverse graphGt ofGt contains all the edges of the complete graph
K , spanned fromG , that are absent fromGt . E (Gt ) = E (K )  E (Gt )
is the set of edges that are not contained inGt 1, but can be added in
Gt .
As discussed previously, homophily suggests that somepairs of nodes
are more likely to become connected in the future than others. Simi-
larly to the definition of homophily, we consider two types of edges
for structural homophily, homogeneous and heterogeneous, rep-
resented in this case as S+ and S , respectively. However, deter-
mining whether an edge belongs to homogeneous edges E S+ or to
heterogeneous E S  requires the appropriate definition of homophily
conditions. Edges matching the homophily conditions are consid-
ered homogeneous, otherwise they are heterogeneous edges. The
homophily conditions depend on the system being studied. For in-
stance, homophily conditions when studying homophily by gender
may be simple, while studying homophily by musical preferences
might require more complex homophily conditions. The condition
definitions apply to the added edges E (Gt ), as well as to the absent
edges E (Gt ), where
 E (Gt ) = E S+(Gt )[E S (Gt )
 E (Gt ) = E S+(Gt )[E S (Gt ).
Following previous logic, we extend the ratios rG + and rG   to the struc-
tural homophily in the stochastic case. We define r S+G (t ), r
S 
G (t ) as the
ratios of added homogeneous and heterogeneous edges, respectively,
present inG , with respect to the potential edges. These ratios are
r S+Gt =
| E S+(Gt )|
|E S+(Gt 1)| , r
S 
Gt
=
| E S (Gt )|
|E S (Gt 1)|
Note that the denominators are never 0, since there must be at least
one edge of each type to be added. We can now express the single-
step structural homophily indicator Homs(Gt ) at time t as
Homs (Gt ) =
r S+Gt   r S Gt
r S+Gt + r
S 
Gt
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Extending the single-step indicator to consider homophily from the
start of the network’s evolution, we finally define what we call the
global structural homophily indicator Homs. As a function of the
graphG , we have
Homs (G ) =
1PL
t=2 | E (Gt )|
LX
t=2
| E (Gt )|Homs (Gt )
The interpretation of structural homophily is analogous to the inter-
pretation of homophily:
G exhibits
8<: direct struct. homophily if Homs (G )> "sno struct. homophily if |Homs (G )| "sinverse struct. homophily if Homs (G )< "s
where ✏s is the structural homophily threshold, whose value may
differ from the homophily threshold ✏. The structural homophily
threshold should be estimated based on network’s size, density and
characteristics.
2.3 Using Structural Homophily for Inference
Structural homophily measures how homophily affects the structure
of the network. Given G1..t , snapshots of the network G from time
periods 1 to t , the objective is to infer the status of the network at
time t +1.
Threemethods are created to take account of the effect of homophily,
whenN edges are added at time t +1:
• The RandomMethod (RM) or random guess ignores the phe-
nomenon of homophily. It uses no a priori information for the
prediction.
P (e ,Gt+1) =N
1
E (Gt )
,8e 2 E (Gt )
• Structural Homophily Randomized Method (SHRM) considers
structural homophily to stay constant over time, according to
the expression:
Homs (G1..t ) =Homs (Gt+1)
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Ratios r S+Gt and r
S 
Gt
, defined in Section 3.3, are used as the prob-
abilities P (e S+,Gt+1) and P (e S ,Gt+1), respectively, which are
in turn the probabilities of the specific absent edges of the re-
spective types. Applying the restriction of constant structural
homophily, we obtain the following mathematical restrictions:
Homs (Gt ) =
P (e S+,Gt+1) P (e S ,Gt+1)
P (e S+,Gt+1) +P (e S ,Gt+1)
Since the number of edges to be added equalsN , the following
restriction applies:X
e s+✏E s+(Gt )
P (e S+,Gt+1) +
X
e s ✏E s (Gt )
P (e S ,Gt+1) =N
Therefore, the probabilities of homogeneous and heteroge-
neous edges to be added is defined as
P (e S+,Gt+1) =
N
|E S+(Gt )|+ |E S (Gt )| 1 Homs (Gt )2
P (e S ,Gt+1) =
N
|E S+(Gt )| 21 Homs (Gt ) + |E S (Gt )|
• Deterministic Homophily Methods(DHM) considers that the
network exhibits the maximum degree of homophily. This
means that homogeneous edges are equally likely to appear in
the next time instance, while heterogeneous edges are ignored.
The probabilities are
P (e S+,Gt+1) =N
1
|E S+(Gt )|
P (e S ,Gt+1) = 0
2.4 Experiments
The presented methods are applied to the Nodobo dataset. Nodobo
is an open and publicly-available dataset that contains social data
of twenty-seven senior students in a Scottish high school [55]. The
data consist of cellular tower transitions, Bluetooth proximity logs
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and communication events, including calls and text messages. From
Nodobo dataset, we construct a sequences of graphs: We split the
data into L different periods of sizeW . For each period t , we con-
struct the graphGt , obtaining the graph sequence
G = (G1, . . . ,GL ),
For constructing each graphGt , the users are the nodes of the graph.
We include an undirected edge between nodes if they have been in
proximity for an average of 60 minutes a day. In our case, an edge
(vi ,vj )meets the homophily condition if nodes vi and vj have at least
f common friends. Once the graphwas built with all the information,
we tried to infer the evolution of the graph, that is to infer the status
of the graphGt+1 based on its former statusGt . The graph was built
from the data with different setting for different values ofW and f
(more details in [P4]).
Quantifying Homophily for different settings
Different graphs arebuilt for different valuesof theparametersW and
f . The homophily indicator is measured in these cases, as reported
in Table 1:
Table 1: Homs for different values of parametersW and f
aaaaaaaaa
f friends
W days
2 3 4
15 0.48 0.49 0.38
21 0.39 0.48 0.52
35 0.67 0.63 0.60
According to the results shown in Table 1, certain representations of
the network exhibit homophily to a greater degree. For instance, if
the 105 days in the data are divided into three observation periods
of 35 days, the homophily is greater. That is specific to this problem:
it may take shorter or longer for other systems to show the effect of
homophily.
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Homophily to improve prediction
We select three settings for experiments A, B and C, for testing the
improvement in context inference using homophily:
Experiment A: W=15, f=4, Hom=0.38
Experiment B: W=15, f=2, Hom=0.48
Experiment C: W=35, f=2, Hom=0.67
GivenGt , for each setting, we predict the structure of the network at
time t +1:
acc⇥Gt+1 =
|G ⇥t+1 \ E (Gt+1)|
| E (Gt+1)|
Accumulating from time period 1 to L 1, the accuracy of themethod
⇥ is given by the expression:
acc⇥G =
1
L  1
L 1X
n=1
accGn+1
Inference using a method ⇥ is compared with the results of the in-
ference using the RMmethod. The improvement of the accuracy of
method ⇥ with respect RM is given by the expression:
acc⇥G =
acc⇥G  accRMG
accRMG
We run 500 executions of the same experiment, to ensure that results
are meaningful, for different values ofN . (Note that the prediction
methods are not deterministic and, therefore, each execution of the
experiment provides different results.) The values of the parameterN
were chosen 10, 15 and 20 based on the number of new relationships
that are created in the network in each iteration.
Table 2 shows that the predictions considering homophily were bet-
ter than without using homophily, achieving improvements ranging
from 20 to 118% with respect to the random method [P4]. The re-
ported inference improvement is the average of 500 executions. The
results vary significantly perhaps due to the fact that the size of the
network is only 27 users and it would be expected to vary less in larger
networks.
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Table 2:  accSHRMG and acc
DHM
G reporting inference improvement
for SHRM and DHM
N
aaaaaaaa
Method
Setting A B C
10
SHRM
DHM
0.28
1.18
0.43
1.05
0.29
0.51
15
SHRM
DHM
0.29
1.17
0.39
1.06
0.31
0.47
20
SHRM
DHM
0.27
1.14
0.40
1.03
0.33
0.54
In this prediction case, the homophily methods have given more
weight to the possibility of an edge between two similar nodes to
appear, and compared with a random classifier with no a priori in-
formation. The utility of this work is that the homophily can be
incorporated as well into already working systems that have some a
priori information by introducing weights.
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CHAPTER 4
Conclusions and future work
This dissertation discussed the development of context-aware ap-
plications for mobile phones. Location-based services predominate
in the market because of the relevance of the location for the user
context, but also because there is a standard way to represent and
share location information.
Despite the predominance of location-based services, the recent
proliferation of mobile sensors and mobile networks has opened an
unprecedented amount of user-related information that can be used
for the provision of smarter context-aware services. However, there is
a need for more mature technologies that facilitate the development
of context-aware services. If we look at application development,
contemporarymobile sensor frameworks, e.g., Android Location and
Sensors API, establish the de facto technology driver for (mobile)
context-aware computing. It provides solely access to sensor infor-
mation, position or some simple types of contextual information,
such as time of day or user language. There is a need for systems
dealing with more complex types of contextual information. Despite
this, large enterprises that produce mobile sensor frameworks have
the clear advantage of the availability of large data sets, the possibility
of A/B testing and the possibility of trying out new approaches in
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small user groups, among others.
This thesis has reviewed and compared existing context-aware sys-
tems for mobile computing. Based on previous research, ontology-
based models feature the most promising context model types, com-
pared to others, such as key-value models. One of the advantages of
ontology-based models is that they support logical reasoning. There
are existing ontologies for modelling context, from which CONtext
ONtology (CONON) is the most promising, and can be actually ex-
tended with further domain-specific ontologies. We have discussed
logical and empirical reasoning and the benefits of combining them,
to use knowledge from domain experts and from machine discov-
ered patterns, respectively. Further, we have discussed how to obtain
the optimal contextual channel when several channels are available,
and we have proposed using decision networks for decision making
based on a trade-off between information accuracy, time of response
and monetary cost.
This work included two empirical case studies for context inference.
The first case study aimed at predicting user’s current location label
based on mobile phone usage. We have shown that mobile phone
usage is relevant to infer semantic label: results were over 80% ac-
curate, and some features such as charging status or night stay were
relevant. Future work includes considering other location labels and
other classification techniques. When applying these learning meth-
ods, one has to consider that mobile users may have changed habits
from the time of data collection until now; therefore, one should
ensure these patterns are still relevant. This work has practical use
and can be used in mobile development Application Programming
Interface (API). For instance, this work is included in the Place Moni-
tor API of the Lumia SensorCore SDK, enablingmobile apps to access
such inferred information. This has a direct application: mobile apps
can now behave differently according to the users’ location.
The second study relates to the definition andusage of the homophily
indicator to improve context-aware solutions. We deepened into
measuring the effects that a graph’s homophily may have on the
structure of the graph, and considering this effect when predicting
the evolution of the network. We have shown that this effect hap-
pens in social networks and that it can be used for modelling and
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predictions. Future work would include also measuring and con-
sidering the effect of a graph’s homophily on the colouring of the
graph. Since our homophily-based methods were compared with
random guess, future work also includes mechanisms to include ho-
mophily in functioning context inference techniques by introducing
probability weights.
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Abstract—Acknowledging the user context, e.g., position and 
activity, provides a natural way to adapt applications ac-
cording to the user needs. How to actually capture and ex-
ploit context, however, is not self-evident and it is tempting 
to assign the related responsibilities to individual context-
consuming applications. Unfortunately, this confuses the 
user, complicates application development and hinders con-
text-aware semantic computing as a research discipline. In 
this article, we outline context-aware semantic computing 
research topics and the state-of-the-art mobile application 
development frameworks of special interest to us, acknowl-
edging best practices for accessing and modeling sensor 
context. From the integrated point of view, context-aware 
semantic computing is demonstrated in terms of a software 
component called context engine. In order to better under-
stand how theory is tied with practice, we also introduce a 
simple context engine prototype. Finally, we use the re-
search background and the empirical setting to discuss the 
significant problems and relevant research directions in 
context-aware semantic processing.   
Index Terms—Context Engine, Context-Aware Services, 
Mobile Computing, Semantic Computing 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Acknowledging the user context provides a natural way 
to focus user attention and the use of resources in applica-
tions. For instance in mobile applications, user position, 
time, calendar activity, and task establish a convenient 
starting point for filtering, organizing, and providing ac-
cess to relevant information and tools.   
Pioneering research in context-aware computing re-
search dates back to early 1990s [7]. Since then, studying 
and building context-aware systems have been first tack-
led in application-specific manner, then in terms of reusa-
ble toolkits, and finally, on infrastructure level [19]. For 
various reasons, however, the rate of infrastructure-level 
deployment and adoption in production systems is still 
catching up. Significant technological progress has been 
made, in particularly in mobile applications [34]. Simply 
looking at application volumes, it is fair to say that con-
temporary mobile sensor frameworks establish the de fac-
to technology driver for context-aware computing. 
Still, despite the research results and technological ad-
vancements, it is not self-evident how context should be 
realized and what is the role of sophisticated context-
aware computing in the application ecosystem(s). From 
the perspective of context-aware computing, the current 
sensor APIs and frameworks provide rather low-level ac-
cess to sensor information, which in practice suggests that 
each application deals with the context as it sees fit. This 
confuses users and hinders the development of more ab-
stract context-aware computing. 
A modern reincarnation of the middleware for context-
aware computing is a system called a context engine. In 
brief, the main task of a context engine is to filter and re-
fine the contextual clues, e.g., for recommendation appli-
cations [30].  
Through this notion of the context engine, context-
aware computing gets closely affiliated with a multidisci-
plinary research topic called semantic computing [39]. In 
brief, semantic computing is about computing with (ma-
chine processable) descriptions of content and (user) in-
tentions [22]. Aligned with Semantic Web technologies 
[46], this provides the methodological and technological 
baseline for modeling, understanding, and computing with 
the user context (cf. e.g. [43]). Significant research prob-
lems, however, need still to be properly addressed before 
the promise of context-aware semantic computing can be 
fulfilled. 
In this article, we outline context-aware semantic com-
puting research topics and the state-of-the-art mobile ap-
plication development frameworks of special interest to 
us, acknowledging best practices for accessing and model-
ing sensor context. From the integrated point of view, 
context-aware semantic computing is demonstrated in 
terms of a software component called context engine. In 
order to better understand how theory is tied with practice, 
we also introduce a simple context engine prototype. Fi-
nally, we use the research background and the empirical 
setting to discuss the significant open problems and rele-
vant research directions in context-aware semantic pro-
cessing.  
The main contribution of this article is to review the re-
lated sensor and context modeling research in order to 
systematically characterize the role of context-aware se-
mantic computing in (mobile) applications, and to use this 
setting to discuss the related significant research and engi-
neering questions.  
Considering (our) future research, we believe that con-
text-aware semantic computing will have an increasingly 
significant impact in application development. In addition 
to mainstream mobile computing, perhaps two of the most 
prominent application areas with a large volume of indus-
trial applications include Web of things and the Industrial 
Internet paradigm [48] [14]. 
Our current work stems from the ongoing Marie Curie 
ITN research project MULTI-POS, Multi-technology po-
sitioning professionals (Grant agreement no. 316528, 
2012-2016) where we study context-aware semantic pro-
cessing. 
The rest of this article is organized as follows: in Sec-
tion 2, we outline the background of our work, highlight-
ing the current technology driver and the best practices for 
modeling context. In Section 3, we present context engine 
architecture and a simple prototype implementation. 
Equipped with the research background and implementa-
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tion experience, we then discuss the related open research 
and engineering questions in Section 4. Finally, in Section 
5 we conclude the article.  
II. BACKGROUND 
Context can refer to any information that can be used to 
characterize the situation of an entity, where an entity can 
be a person, place, or physical or computational object [6].  
Contextual information may include physical infor-
mation such as accelerometer data, virtual information 
such as calendar events, recognized patterns such as ob-
served user activities, and predictions such as weather 
forecasts. In the abstract sense, context can be used to 
reduce the computational complexity of problem solving 
by restricting the search space – in turn decreasing the 
number of irrelevant end user choices.  
A. Related Research and Basic Concepts 
The term context-aware (computing) appeared first time 
in early 1990s, with the beginning of context-aware sys-
tem research [7]. In addition to solely computing with 
respect to time and place, context-aware systems can cap-
ture many other things as well, such as places, things, 
commitments, and user knowledge and preferences [30]. 
A typical application area is context-aware search, which 
includes the phases of data acquisition, context reasoning 
and state updates, and contextualized output [44]. 
The main components of a context-aware system in-
clude context providers and context-aware services, per-
haps associated with service locating services or brokers 
[19]. In applications, the computing context, the user con-
text, and the physical context are often differentiated [7]. 
Processing contextual information is carried out by a 
component called context interpreter, and the relevant data 
is stored in a context database. The basic activities include 
context assertion, i.e. making contextual information 
available, and context retrieval, i.e. exploiting the context 
in an application [30]. Reasoning with the context is typi-
cally based on logic programming [5][20]. 
In brief, we may identify three complementary ap-
proaches on how the context providers acquire contextual 
information [7][35][8]: 
- Direct sensor access, where sensor information is di-
rectly read from the sensor APIs.  
- Middleware infrastructure, which introduces a layered 
architecture that enhances reusability and provides con-
current sensor access. Instead of accessing directly the raw 
data from sensors, an intermediate software layer manages 
sensorial data. 
- Context server, which in addition allows gathering in-
formation from remote data sources and distributing the 
costs of measurements and computations.  
In any case, direct sensor access is not usually feasible 
since sensor access needs to be encapsulated for multi-
tasking, concurrency etc.  
In principle, context-computing tasks may be delegated 
to a software component called context engine [30]. For 
purposes of this article, we say that a context engine is a 
software component, which integrates and refines the gen-
eralized (sensor) context, the related services, and the user 
preferences, for the benefit of individual (user) applica-
tions. Note that the term context broker is sometimes used 
for a similar architecture [8]. 
Typical tasks of a context engine include acting as a lo-
cal context provider, providing logical context interpreta-
tion, accessing external context providing services, and 
managing an archived sensor information database e.g. for 
minimizing battery consumption and user preferences. 
Note that these tasks typically exceed the boundaries of 
individual applications. 
Acknowledging the close relationship between context 
and sensor information, the notion of a "sensor" is typical-
ly generalized. We may acknowledge at least three differ-
ent types of sensors providing contextual data [4]: 
- Physical sensors are the most frequently used sensors, 
capable of capturing physical data (e.g. position, orienta-
tion, and acceleration). 
- Virtual sensors provide contextual information from 
applications and services. Virtual sensors may further be 
based on local or external data sources (e.g. user calendar 
vs. weather service). 
- Logical sensors provide new contextual information 
by combining and computing information from physical 
and virtual sensors. 
Considering past research, known context-aware 
frameworks and systems include Context Broker Archi-
tecture (CoBrA), Context-Awareness Sub-Structure 
(CASS), CORTEX, Gaia, Context Management Frame-
work, and Context Toolkit, which have introduced many 
of the elements related to context-aware computing [4]. 
Besides query requests, (logical) reasoning my also be 
founded on event-based processing [33]. 
Today, vendor-specific physical sensor middleware 
frameworks establish the major technology driver in 
mainstream context-aware computing. This has a major 
impact both in application development and in the current 
strategies of modeling context. 
B. Current Technology Driver: Physical Sensor Context 
A nice overview of the current state-of-the-art sensor 
technologies can be compiled by looking at the wide-
spread mobile platforms, Android and iOS, and consider-
ing the various Web-based cross-platform development 
tools.  
Android developers can make use of contextual infor-
mation in several ways [1]. The first approach is using the 
Android Sensor Framework, which includes the motion 
sensors (e.g. accelerometers), environmental sensors (e.g. 
temperature) and position sensors (e.g. orientation sensor). 
It is also possible to access location information with Lo-
cation API and other additional location services, such as 
Geofence API to alert user or applications when the user 
is entering a certain region. 
 iOS developers can access similar kinds of sensor in-
formation [2], with the chief exception of using Objective-
C instead of Java.  
In addition to device-specific interfaces, various brows-
er APIs are also being developed. Accepting the obvious 
challenges in generalizing the sensor context of different 
operating systems, an interesting research perspective on 
context providers is established by cross-platform tools. 
These abstract the details of the various platforms, aiming 
to allow implementation of an application and its user 
interface for several mobile platforms more efficiently 
[34]. Table 1 lists the most popular cross-platform devel-
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opment tools, pointing out what sensor information is cur-
rently available.  
The need for standard access to application context has 
been also acknowledged by the related standardization 
organizations, namely the World Wide Web Consortium 
(W3C). In particular, the standardization of the so-called 
Open Web Platform includes several browser APIs that 
can be used in device and application independent manner 
for acquiring context [47]. 
It is interesting to observe that in most applications, de-
velopers must access and exploit sensor information di-
rectly, i.e. without the explicit notion of context engine. 
Further, the sensor information is mostly related to partic-
ular mobile device; any negotiation with additional con-
text providing servers takes place in application-specific 
manner and is not directly supported by the (sensor) 
toolkits. 
C. Modeling Context 
Even if the mobile development frameworks do not yet 
provide integrated means for context-aware computing, 
various theoretical modeling approaches exist. We may 
identify several major strategies for modeling context 
[4][7], including key-value models, object-oriented mod-
els, and ontology-based models. Further, context can be 
defined in various ways [11]. 
Currently, there is no commonly agreed standard model 
or systems for sensing contextual information from vari-
ous sources to enable reuse across various middle-ware 
systems and frameworks [4]. Ontology-based models, 
however, seem to offer many desirable properties such as 
information alignment, dealing with incomplete or partial-
ly understood information, domain-independent modeling, 
and formally working with context model of varying level 
of detail [8]. Adopting an context ontology standard might 
be beneficial but require global consensus on the matter. 
Perhaps the most widely known sensor ontology is the 
W3C Semantic Sensor Network (SSN) ontology. SSN was 
developed based on reviewing 17 existing sensor or ob-
servation-centric ontologies [9]. In order to normalize the 
ontology and support its adoption with other ontologies, 
the SSN ontology is aligned with the general DOLCE 
Ultra Lite upper ontology, providing concepts such as 
PhysicalObject, Event, Situation, and Region. 
According to the SSN ontology, sensors may have 
properties such as accuracy in certain conditions, or may 
be deployed to observe a particular feature (see Figure 1) 
[29]. While abstractions or extensions are applicable, the 
SSN ontology in practice emphasizes the aspects of physi-
cal sensor networks.  
Some context ontologies, however, by design do 
acknowledge the generalized logical (sensor) context. A 
prime example is the Service-Oriented Context-Aware 
Middleware (SOCAM) architecture, which aims providing 
efficient infrastructure support for building context-aware 
services in pervasive computing environments [19].  
In SOCAM, context modeling is carried out in OWL 
ontologies based on two-level information architecture: 
the general context concepts are captured in the common 
upper ontology and application-specific concepts in do-
main ontologies (see Figure 2). This approach suggests 
using upper-level context ontology, in addition to general 
top-level alignment ontology, for integrating various kinds 
of domain ontologies, suitable for explaining their role in 
providing context.  
TABLE I.   
APIS SUPPORTED BY MAIN CROSS-PLATFORM DEVELOPMENT TOOLS 
(ADAPTED FROM [34]) 
Tool 
 
API 
Rhodes 
 (JS) 
Phone- 
Gap 
(JS) 
Mo-  
Sync 
(JS) 
Mo-Sync 
(C, C++) Dragon-
Rad 
Accelerometer   X X   
Barcode X X   X 
Bluetooth X X  X  
Calendar X X X X X 
Camera X X  X  
Capture  X X X X 
Compass  X X   
Connection  X X X  
Contacts X X   X 
Device X X X X X 
File X X X X  
Geolocation X X X X X 
Menu X    X 
NFC X X X X X
Notification X X X X  
Screen Rot X X  X  
Storage X X X X X 
 
Figure 1.  Overview of the SSN ontology structure prior to its modular-
ization and alignment [29] 
 
Figure 2.  Class hierarchy of the upper (SOCAM) ontology [19] 
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It is worth observing that both of the referred ontologies 
above are static by design: They provide a fixed structure 
for observations (etc.) that is assumed to be true and 
which does not change overtime. Indeed, a considerable 
practical challenge lies in managing imprecise, uncertain, 
or evolving information. While the significance of this 
topic is widely acknowledged in the related research 
[41][3], related standardization is still underway [28]. 
III. CONTEXT ENGINE 
It is quite difficult to study context-aware semantic 
computing and context engines based on very abstract 
definitions. To make discussion more concrete, let us next 
first specify a certain kind of context engine and then il-
lustrate the chief properties of a related prototype imple-
mentation. The context engine architecture is novel but of 
course influenced by the aforementioned, related research. 
A. Main Properties and Abstract Architecture 
In brief, a context engine accepts the overlapping re-
sponsibilities and tasks of the local context provider and 
(logical) context interpretation, which typically exceed the 
boundaries of individual applications. The essential tasks 
of a context engine include providing context information 
to the applications via various logical queries in terms of a 
standard I/O interface, and managing user preferences.  
The chief communication mechanism between the con-
text engine and the applications is the context ontology. 
Any domain-specific knowledge is captured in terms of 
references to domain-specific ontology modules and user 
preferences.  
Individual applications do not necessarily have to fully 
understand the knowledge base of the context engine for 
making simple queries or asking questions about the cur-
rent context, and vice versa. For instance, a simple teleph-
ony application might only need to know whether the us-
er's activity status is currently "working" and if the user is 
in a business meeting or not. 
Note that domain-specific knowledge, i.e. how to actu-
ally utilize context in applications is not a responsibility of 
the context engine (cf. Figure 2). It does not have to un-
derstand application specific ontologies either. When 
needed, any extralogical computation (including heuris-
tics, predictions, etc.) can be delegated to other services.  
Simplified context engine architecture is depicted in 
Figure 3. In brief, the end user interacts with an applica-
tion, which executes user activities and accesses contextu-
al information through the context engine. Typical user 
applications include information management and com-
munication applications, such as calendar, messaging and 
telephony applications, and novel software agents.  
The context engine implements the context engine (ser-
vice) Application Programing Interface (API). When con-
text-aware semantic processing is needed, the user appli-
cation requests context engine services. To fulfill these 
requests, the context engine has access to local context 
providers and possibly to external services. In addition to 
asking individual sensor values, a context interpretation 
query might ask the context engine to interpret and infer 
additional information about a given context, e.g. asking 
the known weather prediction (or archived value) for a 
given place at a given time. This might involve requests to 
external services. 
 
 
Figure 3.  Simplified Context Engine Architecture  
To provide internal (sensor) context archives, the con-
text engine maintains a context database. This can be 
used, e.g., to analyze and optimize context engine behav-
ior. Note that the applications may also depend on exter-
nal services in their internal design. 
From the perspective of the end user, the context engine 
also manages global user preferences that are taken into 
account in context-aware semantic computing. For in-
stance, the user might prefer not accepting certain kinds of 
phone calls outside the office hours. For this purpose, the 
context engine provides the user a dashboard GUI, for 
defining appropriate context engine settings – or explain-
ing how to extract the information from sensor data. The 
user preferences might be considered as a rule system that 
refers to the context ontology and user tasks. 
The end user dashboard might also be used for provid-
ing extra or overriding information, e.g. to check out how 
context affects a particular applications, or for overriding 
physical sensor context (perhaps "lying").  
Notably extensions to the context engine include an 
event listener service (e.g. notify application when specif-
ic contextual event takes place) and shortcuts for certain 
kinds of commonly needed queries. More complex con-
text engines might also extend the related knowledge ba-
ses and add extralogical services to the content engine I/O 
interface.  
B. Experimental Context Engine Environment 
We anticipate that eventually, a context engine (of a 
mobile device) is a service provided by an appropriate 
sensor framework, including an operating system level 
utility similar to personal details or privacy settings. When 
Internet connectivity can be assumed, the main alternative 
is providing context engine as a webized service. 
Further, considering the current mobile application eco-
system(s), it seems likely that context engines are a busi-
ness for large and established Internet service and applica-
tion providers, simply due user base, credibility and criti-
cal mass of applications. 
In the meantime, however, it is instructional to outline a 
research prototype deployable to a particular device that 
allows us to study both the concept and implementation of 
context-aware semantic computing. This allows us also to 
learn from the developer and the user experience, and en-
ables discussing context-aware semantic computing re-
search questions in a concrete setting. 
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Figure 4 presents the main view of a Java-based context 
engine dashboard prototype running in an Android emula-
tor. The user interface includes the essential functionality 
to start and stop the context engine service and to provide 
custom properties to the context ontology. Note that in 
this case, the context engine service has been physically 
deployed in a mobile device; a design stance that we will 
later challenge since the applications only need some ac-
cess to the API and the dashboard. 
Indeed, from the implementation and deployment per-
spective, a major design decision lies in exposing the CE 
API to the applications. In an Android environment, a 
standard approach would be to deploy the context engine 
as a CE background service bound to a CE dashboard ac-
tivity equipped with a graphical user interface. In this ar-
chitecture, any application that wishes to utilize CE ser-
vices would have to either bind to the CE service, or 
communicate with the CE activity via the so-called intent 
messaging. While this approach is clearly the most power-
ful one within the Android environment, it would require 
that each application is a native Android application 
which somewhat complicates experimental development.  
For research purposes, we have adopted an alternative 
implementation strategy. In our case, the context engine 
includes a web server that allows publishing the CE API 
over HTTP, based on the NanoHttpd server implementa-
tion [15]. This allows prototyping the context engine quite 
flexibly, and supports experimenting and analyzing the 
context engine in various real and in simulated environ-
ments.  
In itself, a sole context engine is of course not useful. 
Figure 5 depicts a sample Javascript application executed 
within the default browser of the Android emulator. In 
brief, the application depicts user location using the 
Google Maps API [17] and shows the activity status. Note 
that due to the default browser's Javascript security re-
strictions, the application needs to be downloaded through 
the localhost. 
Behind the scenes, the application communicates with 
the context engine prototype via the HTTP-based Context 
Engine API, which allows accessing the local, built-in 
(generalized) sensor information. These include a subset 
of the Android sensor API and the custom properties 
communicated via the dashboard interface.  
In cases when key-value sensor data is not sufficient, 
contextual information can be semantically bound togeth-
er via the sample context OWL ontology. Put another 
way, the classes of the context ontology can be populated 
by the individual sensor information retrieved from the 
environment. In principle introducing any of the sensor 
APIs (cf. Table 1) is also straightforward.  
In a production environment, controlling the applica-
tions' access to context information would require addi-
tional management controls. Recall that when installing a 
native android application, similar information is asked 
from the user, e.g. for granting access to user location or 
contacts.  
Since the Google Maps API is used in rendering the 
map view, some user data is exposed to Google by the 
sample application. The (user of the) context engine can 
either choose to accept this, or refuse using the application 
altogether. While several map providers exist, it seems 
likely that all free services include terms that allow the 
service providers to collect usage data in order to improve  
Figure 4.  A context engine dashboard prototype 
 
Figure 5.  A sample browser application accessing the context engine  
the user experience and to provide value-added services to 
their customers. 
Once started, the context engine provides applications 
two ways to access context-aware processing services. 
The first approach is straightforwardly asking specific, 
most recent raw sensor information using a HTTP GET 
request. In this case, the context ontology is only used as a 
sort of information architecture, for application and con-
text engine (key-value) communication. The second, more 
powerful approach is formulating a query in SPARQL, 
using an Android port of the Jena framework [13]. With 
the help of reasoner services, e.g. transitive or OWL rea-
soning, this allows logical context (ontology-based) inter-
pretation beyond mere syntactic queries. 
When compared to using the built-in Android sensor 
API – in addition to the interface design – a major feature 
of the context engine prototype is that it can provide a 
single entry point to all sensor information. This allows 
analyzing context-aware processing, refining and optimiz-
ing the use of contextual information, and considering 
various implementation strategies, above the level of indi-
vidual applications.  
In addition to accessing the explicit context providers, 
the context engine can also exploit the usage patterns of 
the applications to infer the properties of the current con-
text. For instance, with proper training data, the current 
status (Working) might be statistically inferred with cer-
tain degree of belief from the user logs so that the user 
would not have to explicitly enter the status at all. 
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IV. SIGNIFICANT RESEARCH PROBLEMS 
The research background suggests that there is a theo-
retical need for a context engine component that mixes the 
responsibilities of context-aware and semantic computing. 
Empirical work verifies that this is also doable in several 
types of common application systems, including sensor 
networks and mobile machine platforms.  
In the general case, however, several practical and theo-
retical challenges still remain, including:  
Deployment. Deploying a context engine requires not 
only providing it to a device but also exposing it to appli-
cations – and attracting application developers' interest in 
using it.  
In principle, access to a context engine can be provided 
on the operating system level (such as the Android Sensor 
Framework [1]), cross-platform development tool level 
(such as PhoneGap [34]), browser platform level (such as 
the navigator browser API [45]), on Internet service level 
(such as Google API [17]), or as a "yet another" HTTP 
service (such as our Context Engine prototype).  
The device independent approaches provide obvious 
flexibility of devices and platforms but might require In-
ternet connectivity, lack device-specific features, and raise 
privacy concerns.  
Efficiency. In a production environment, it is not self-
evident how the context ontology should be populated 
since accessing sensor information consumes processing 
and energy resources. The context engine should thus 
somehow optimize its performance, typically in terms of a 
trade-off between accuracy and costs [37]. One approach 
is to use a context database to cache recent sensor readings 
and/or to choose the cheapest matching sensors for better 
performance [31]. Further, deploying a complete query 
endpoint or a reasoner into a mobile device introduces its 
own overhead [13][5].  
A potential solution is exploiting external computing 
services. In cases when the role of external context pro-
viders is particularly significant or Internet access must 
anyway be assumed, this might in fact suggest delegating 
certain context engine responsibilities to an external ser-
vice altogether (cf. [12]). Relying onto external providers 
is also in line with the business logic of the major Internet 
service and product providers (c.f. [18]). 
Note, however, that deploying e.g. the reasoning and 
the database modules of the context engine as an external 
service does not completely remove the need for local 
components with local computing costs [34]. This is par-
ticularly true when accessing local sensors. 
Privacy. From a very practical point of view, the main 
utility of the context engine lies in the fact that it provides 
(within device or user session) a "centralized" access point 
to context information. This allows it to provide individual 
applications far better and more abstract information about 
the user context than each application could possibly do 
on its own. Note that in addition to using the explicitly 
registered context providing services, the context engine 
may also keep logs of the regular applications usage, e.g. 
to statistically infer contextual information. 
When detailed personal information is managed, poten-
tial privacy issues are of course raised [8]. While depend-
ency on external services may significantly help in provid-
ing more efficient context engine services of better quali-
ty, the obvious challenge lies in controlling and managing 
access to this information [24].  
The baseline level of privacy is established by the relat-
ed technologies and policies, such as submitting and stor-
ing sensitive information anonymously and securely [23]. 
A significant dependency lies in managing user prefer-
ences and matching these with the end user agreements 
when using various kinds of applications and services. 
Note that involves not only the context engine but also the 
individual application components (cf. [17]).  
Understandability. In principle, it is not technically 
too difficult to provide a sophisticated rule system so that 
users could quite flexibility assert rules for acquiring and 
exposing their personal information to applications and 
managing how context is used in applications. For in-
stance, consider adding a complete user preference rule 
component to our context engine. Such system, however, 
would be close to full-fledged logic programming and 
might be quite difficult use and understand in full detail 
[21]. 
More on the end user side, the adaptation due context-
aware processing is another potential issue since it can be 
very difficult to users to recognize which parts of the ap-
plication were adapted due context-aware computing in 
the background. To minimize the problems, adaptation 
might be visualized and analyzed during design [16]. 
Quality of contextual information is also a potential issue 
and may require managing additional metadata for quality 
control [26].  
 Problems of adaptive systems are well understood in 
personalized search systems, where increased adaptation 
may e.g. guide the decision making of the inexperienced 
users, but be perceived as too restrictive by expert users 
[25]. This seems to insist a tradeoff between the level of 
application adaptation and user control.  
Semantics. Finally, while logical queries based on sen-
sor information using a fixed ontology suffice for many 
tasks, a fundamental challenge is introduced by the very 
notion of context itself: Some contextual properties can be 
derived from others and thus, context is not a fixed con-
cept in the first place [10].  
For instance, the user location (e.g. Office) can some-
times be reliably used to (statistically reason and) predict 
the user activity status (e.g. Working), and vice versa.  
Further, sensor and other information sources evolve 
over time, which should also be taken into account in se-
mantic modeling. In particular, when regulations or organ-
izational processes undergo changes at the workflow lev-
el, so does the notion of context. This may involve intro-
ducing new terms explaining context, or worse; using the 
old terms with a new meaning.  
Thus, the design of the context ontology should ideally 
reflect the fact that some contextual properties may de-
pend on each other, and that the context ontologies evolve 
over time. Alternatively, ontologies can also be used to 
support and evaluate the quality of statistical reasoning 
[36]. While using an alignment or top-level ontology 
seems indeed necessary, it may not be sufficient unless 
further semantics required in the evolution (e.g. same as, 
broader than) and statistical reasoning (e.g. evidence for, 
statistically independent) are encoded as well. Indeed, 
semantically modeling the aforementioned challenges, 
include a variant of the frame problem [38] and schema-
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level information evolution [32], which might well be 
called the hard problems of semantic computing. 
V. CONCLUSION 
Access to contextual information provides computa-
tional advantage in theory and in practice. In this article, 
we have outlined key elements of contemporary context-
aware semantic computing. To make the discussion more 
concrete, we have also introduced a simple context engine 
prototype environment.  
Intuitively, the insight of context-aware semantic com-
puting is quite clear: information about the proper context 
can significantly improve the user experience by enabling 
the design of more efficient applications and help in opti-
mizing the related computation beneath. However, when 
the related theoretical and engineering dependencies are 
analyzed in more detail, the single objective of context-
aware semantic computing gets broken down into several, 
evidently competing design requirements [40].  
Instead of a single problem, we thus have many. To ad-
dress this observation, we have acknowledged several 
significant research questions in the area, including de-
ployment, efficiency, privacy, understandability, and se-
mantics.  
Looking at the specific research problems related to 
context engine implementation, the topics of efficiency 
and access, understandability, and privacy deserve special 
attention. In principle, a local installation of the context 
engine gives best control over user privacy. In practice, 
however, the design choices and the user agreements of 
individual applications may easily invalidate this assump-
tion. Local installation also means computation and 
memory overhead, and of course increases the risk of a 
single-point failure. 
When Internet connectivity can be assumed, the idea of 
decentralizing the context interpretation and sensor (etc.) 
database management tasks seems like a viable design 
stance. This also potentially provides the context engine 
the ability to coordinate e.g. pattern recognition, classifi-
cation, and context ontology evolution activities among 
users groups and sharing and reusing sensor data, effec-
tively providing more efficient and better user experience. 
It seems likely, however, that this takes place at the ex-
pense of user privacy, even if it might offer only a limited 
access to the local sensors. 
Strictly from the semantic computing point of view, the 
question how to properly model the related semantics, 
coined by the context ontology, is also highly relevant. 
Even quite simple use case scenarios point out that assum-
ing fixed context ontology is an oversimplification, and 
that evolution at the level of domain-specific context on-
tology components have to be assumed at some point. 
Further, when learning, classification, and prediction algo-
rithms are taken into account, it seems rather obvious that 
particular sensor information may appear either in the role 
of "physical" or "logical" sensor, e.g. in relationship with 
most recent sensor data and a particular prediction algo-
rithm. This suggests introducing also evidence-based rela-
tionships (etc.) in the context ontology. 
Thus, due to the complexity of the topic, it is unrealistic 
to assume that a single best solution exists for context 
engines and hence context-aware semantic computing in 
general. Instead, one must be satisfied with special-
purpose approaches, e.g., finding a compromise between 
easy deployment and privacy, and between expressivity 
and understandability. From the perspective of context 
engine standardization, this of course requires prioritizing 
the design objectives, and/or acknowledging several con-
text engine profiles and modes. 
We believe that the large-scale adoption of context-
aware semantic computing is inevitable, and is likely to 
take place in terms of the mainstream Internet service and 
product providers. Either way, context-aware semantic 
computing will have profound impact in applications.  
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Abstract—Nowadays mobile applications demand higher 
context awareness. The applications aim to understand the user’s 
context (e.g., home or at work) and provide services tailored to 
the users. The algorithms responsible for inferring the user’s 
context are the so-called context inference algorithms, the place 
detection being a particular case. Our hypothesis is that people 
use mobile phones differently when they are located in different 
places (e.g. longer calls at home than at work). Therefore, the 
usage of the mobile phones could be an indicator of the users’ 
current context. The objective of the work is to develop a system 
that can estimate the user’s place label (home, work, etc.), based 
on phone usage.  
As training and validation set, we use a database containing 
phone usage information of 200 users over several months 
including phone call and SMS logs, multimedia usage, 
accelerometer, GPS, network information and system 
information. The data was split into visits, i.e., periods of 
uninterrupted time that the user has been in a certain place 
(Home, Work, Leisure, etc.). The data include information about 
the phone usage during the visits, and the semantic label of the 
place visited (Home, Work, etc.). We consider two approaches to 
represent this data: the first approach (so-called visits approach) 
saves each visit separately; the second approach (so-called places 
approach) combines all visits of one user to a certain place and 
creates place-specific information. For place detection, we used 
five popular classification methods, Naïve Bayes, Decision Tree, 
Bagged Tree, Neural Network and K-Nearest Neighbors, in both 
representation approaches. We evaluated their classification 
rates and found that: 1) Bagged Tree outperforms the other 
methods; 2) the places data-representation gives better results 
than the visits data-representation. 
Keywords—Location and positioning services, Context 
Inference,  Place detection, Semantic positioning 
I.  INTRODUCTION 
The use of smartphones has dramatically changed during 
the last decade. Firstly, whereas only 1 % of worldwide 
population owned a smartphone in 2006, by the end of 2012 
the number reached 22 % [1]. Secondly, mobile technology 
has developed extraordinarily and the most well-known 
smartphone vendors (e.g. iOS, Android, WP) made available 
interfaces that offer possibilities for third-parties to develop 
specific-purpose applications. This, together with the inclusion 
of inexpensive physical sensors, encouraged developers to use 
users’ information and build context-aware applications. The 
most well-known case of context-aware application is the so-
called location-based services [2].  
All the aforementioned developments have had an impact 
on how people use smartphones. We seem to be far from the 
era when phones were used exclusively for calling and sending 
text messages. Besides these, they are currently used for a 
variety of activities such as playing games, web browsing, e-
mail, internet based messaging, communication and social 
media, taking photographs, recording or watching videos, and 
using specific-purpose applications. Therefore, users demand 
(smarter) context-aware applications that are adequate to their 
needs. For instance, the personal assistant application Google 
Now infers the locations of your Home and Workplace by 
tracking your movements. With such information it provides 
you with valuable information, for instance suggesting the best 
route from your current position, according to current traffic 
conditions [3].  
To achieve such goals, the most typical approach is to use 
physical sensor information exclusively. However, we can use 
other useful information to infer context, such as phone usage 
(e.g. phone calls, battery status) and third application data (e.g. 
calendars, Facebook status). It should be noted that contextual 
information must be used according to the laws and regulations 
that define the requirements for privacy protection. Matching 
these requirements is compulsory for applying these methods 
in real-world scenarios. 
In this work we use the so-called MDC database [4], where 
about 200 users used Nokia N95 devices normally for between 
3 and 18 months. All the information of the usage of the 
phones was automatically collected and anonymized. The data 
includes the logs of phone calls and SMS, calendar entries, 
multimedia displayed, GPS information when available, 
network information and system information (e.g. battery 
status, device inactive time). After the data collection, a 
clustering algorithm was used to identify the most relevant 
places for each user, who were then asked to label them 
manually [5].   
Using the aforementioned data, we use supervised learning 
methods to create a place detection algorithm that estimates the 
semantic label of the current place based on the phone’s current 
usage features. 
The rest of this article is organized as follows: in Section 2 
we outline the background of our work, highlighting the 
current needs for place detection. In Section 3 we present the 
data and the preprocessing used in this work. Section 4 
describes the different classification methods and presents 
evaluation test results. Finally, in Section 5 we conclude the 
article. 
II. BACKGROUND 
Research on context aware systems began in earnest in the 
early 1990’s [6]. Context can refer to any information that can 
be used to characterize the situation of an entity, where an 
entity can be a person, place, or physical or computational 
object [7]. To infer a user’s context, we use sensor information. 
According to Baldauf et al. [6], the notion of a sensor is 
typically generalized. We distinguish three types of sensors: 
Physical sensors are the most widespread form of sensor. 
They are devices that detect and respond to some type of 
input from the physical environment and capture physical 
data. 
Virtual sensors capture contextual information from 
applications and services. They can be based on local 
services (e.g. calendar) or external services (e.g. weather 
forecast). 
Logical sensors provide contextual information by combining 
information from physical and virtual sensors. 
However, most existing systems consider the physical 
sensors [8], including the sensors related to the user’s position, 
such as GPS, accelerometer, gyroscope (allowing e.g. activity 
recognition)[9],[10], or sensors that measure the properties of 
the user’s environment, such as magnetic field, light, or 
properties of various radio signals around the user [11], [12]. 
Regarding virtual sensors, one of the most used is the user’s 
language. For instance Google provides developers with the 
user’s language through Google Developers API. 
Some researchers point out that the usage of mobile phones 
can provide meaningful information about the user’s context 
[13-16]. Reference [13] states that the user’s context can be 
inferred based on the usage of applications (e.g., calls, e-mail, 
web browser). 
In this work we investigate the main challenges and 
possible solutions for place detection, a particular case of 
semantic labeling. There are two reasons to focus on place 
detection. The first reason is the great value of this information, 
and its implications: Many context-aware applications can 
provide better services by using user specific information. This 
interests companies like Google or Microsoft. The second 
reason is the lack of good methods. By observing current 
products in the market, such a Google Now [3], one could 
think, that the problem is already solved. However, these 
methods are not yet accurate enough and new solutions are 
needed. 
We apply different supervised learning methods on MDC 
data to find models that, based on the mobile phone usage 
patterns, allow assigning semantic labels to the places the user 
visits. 
The goal of [14-16] is similar to ours, i.e., semantic place 
prediction, and they all use the data derived from the same 
database as the data in our work. However, they differ from our 
work in these aspects: the number of features we used for our 
classification method is only 14, while the other methods use 
more features; we use different sets of classifiers than the 
references, and we also present the comparison between the 
visits approach and the places approach.  
III. DATASET DESCRIPTION 
In this section we describe the information contained in 
MDC database and identify the most relevant features for place 
detection.  
The data used in this work is obtained from the MDC 
Database made available by Idiap Research Institute, 
Switzerland and owned by Nokia [17], [4]. The dataset 
contains Nokia N95 smart phones usage data, collected by 
nearly 200 users over time periods that for many users exceed 
one year [17]. From this database, we extracted the data that 
was collected during visits where the user stayed in the same 
place at least 20 minutes; these are defined in a database table 
that defines for more than 55 000 visits the start and end times 
of the visit, user id, and place id. The place labels for the place 
ids are defined in a separate table places.csv. 
Based on these data, we queried from the database the 
following phone usage data for each visit, i.e., for a given user, 
all data entries between the start and end times of the visit:  
System data, including battery and charging status and 
counter for inactive time 
Call log, including durations of each phone call  
Acceleration based activity data, including accelerometer 
based estimates of the user’s motion mode: idle/still, 
walk, car/bus/motorbike, train/metro/tram, run, bicycle, 
or skateboard 
From these data entries, we computed for each visit the 
features to be used in the classification task. We decided to use 
only such sensor data that can be assumed to be available also 
for a real time application on a phone without violating the 
privacy of the user. Our feature list includes the following: 
duration duration of the visit in seconds 
startHour time of the day when the visit started (0, 1, …, 23) 
endHour time of the day when the visit ended (0, 1, …, 23)                        
nightStay proportion of the visit duration that is between 6 
pm and 6 am 
batteryAvg average battery level  
chargingTimeRatio proportion of the visit duration when the 
charging has been on 
sysActiveRatio proportion of the visit duration when the 
system has been active, i.e., inactive time did not grow 
sysActStartsPerHour number of status changes from system 
inactive to system active divided by the visit duration in 
hours 
For features related to calls, both incoming and outgoing 
voice calls are taken into account:  
callsTimeRatio the ratio of accumulated duration of calls to 
the duration of the visit 
callsPerHour number of calls divided by the visit duration in 
hours 
 The features related to accelerometer based motion mode 
detection were computed using the reported motion modes. 
However, as the report for one time instance may include 
several different modes and includes also their probabilities, we 
used the probabilities to weight the times for the motion 
modes: 
idleStillRatio proportion of the visit duration when the status 
is idle/still 
walkRatio proportion of the visit duration when the status is 
walk 
vehicleRatio proportion of the visit duration when the status is 
either car/bus/motorbike or train/metro/tram 
sportRatio proportion of the visit duration when the  status is 
either run, bicycle, or skateboard 
In addition to these 14 calculated features, we also saved 
the place label to be used in the training and testing of the 
models: 
placeLabel three possible labels: Home, Work, or Other (the 
last includes all the generally less frequent places, such as 
friend’s home, transportation, restaurant etc.) 
The place labels were provided by users [5]. First, the data 
were collected and the relevant places for each user were 
clustered. In a later stage, users were shown all the places in a 
map and were asked to label these places. We only consider 
places labeled with certainty, and left out those places users 
were not sure about or users did not label. 
In total, the visits data includes 55 932 labeled visits by 114 
distinct users. From the visits 28 921 instances are to Home 
(52% of all visits), 21 697 instances to Work (38%), and 5 314 
instances to Other places (10%). 
IV. METHODS 
We consider two alternatives for the data-representation, 
visits-data representation and places-data representation, 
explained in the subsection Data Representations. Once the 
data is extracted from the database in both representation 
schemas, we consider five well known classification methods. 
Our goal is to determine which classification method and 
which data-representation approach is the best for the semantic 
labeling of places.  
A. Data representations 
We consider two different approaches to represent the data. 
The places approach  uses the features computed for each visit 
as such, so that the data includes several samples of one user’s 
visits to each of the user’s places. That means that there is one 
tuple for each location-user-period. Therefore, a user visiting 
home 3 times add three tuples to the learning data. We extract 
55 932 labeled visits by 114 users. 
The visit approach combines all the visits of one user to one 
place as one summarized sample. That means that there is one 
tuple for each user-place, which is calculated combining all the 
visit tuple user-place-time.  The idea is that different users use 
Visits%
User%#1,%Home,%data%…%
User%#1,%Home,%data%…%
User%#2,%Work,%data%…%
User%#3,%Home,%data%…%
User%#2,%Other,%data%…%
User%#1,%Other,%data%…%
User%#3,%Work,%data%…%
User%#1,%Work,%data%…%
User%#3,%Home,%data%…%
…%
55%932%instances%
%
%
Places%
User%#1,%Home,%data%…%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%Work,%data%…%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%Other,%data%…%
User%#2,%Home,%data%…%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%Work,%data%…%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%Other,%data%…%
User%#3,%Home,%data%…%
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…%
295%instances% ! 
Figure 2. A schematic example illustrating the difference between visits 
and places data-representations. 
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Figure 1. Data processing to obtain the features. 
 
their phones in similar ways in semantically similar places, for 
instance users use phone similarly at home. From the database 
we extract 295 labeled places by 114 users. 
The difference between the approaches is illustrated in 
Figure 2. The data processing flow to obtain the features is 
shown in Figure 1. For instance, if a user visited home ten 
times in a week, the visit data-representation creates ten 
different data instances, while the place data-representation 
combines the ten visit data instances into one place data 
instance. 
B. Classification Methods 
In this work we test the following classification methods 
[18] using their implementations in the Statistics and Neural 
Networks toolboxes of Matlab. The classifiers learn using the 
training set, which is two thirds of the users in the dataset, a 
typical value used in Machine Learning. 
Naïve Bayes (NB) is a pure statistical approach having an 
explicit underlying probability model, which provides a 
probability of being in each class rather than simply a 
classiﬁcation. Naïve Bayes assumes that features are 
conditionally independent (to reduce computational cost), 
which works surprising well even if the independence 
assumption does not hold. There are no tuning parameters 
in this approach. 
Decision Tree (DT) uses a machine learning approach which 
is generally taken to encompass automatic computing 
procedures based on logical or binary operations, in order 
to learn from a series of examples. This is probably the 
method that gives the most understandable results by 
humans, who can identify the most relevant features. For 
attribute selection we use Gini’s diversity index. The 
features selected at the top of the three are the most 
relevant features for the classification. There are two 
options to avoid overfitting, pre-pruning and post-
pruning. We chose post-pruning since pre-pruning 
requires determining when to stop growing the tree while 
building it, which is not an easy task. When the tree is 
built we post-prune the tree using Error Estimation. 
Intuitively, the method goes through the nodes of the tree 
comparing the original tree with the tree pruned on that 
node. The tree is pruned in that node if the pruned tree 
improves (or equals) the classification accuracy.  
Bagged Tree (BT) combines different decision trees (with the 
same parameters as the decision tree above), each of 
which has been trained using different portions of the 
data. Using a voting system, each tree is given more 
weight in the region of the space where the classification 
rate is better. This method is proved to work better than 
single decision trees. We use ten decision trees, a typical 
value. 
Neural Network (NN) is a brain-physiology inspired 
classifier. It consists of layers of interconnected nodes, 
each node producing a non-linear function of its input. 
The input to a node may come from other nodes or 
directly from the input data. Some nodes are identiﬁed 
with the output of the network.  In particular, we used a 
Multi-layer perceptron with one hidden layer that contains 
ten hidden neurons. The decision of having these settings 
is based on the limited number of samples and the authors' 
experience. To train the network we used Levenberg-
Marquardt optimization to update the weight and bias 
values.  
K-Nearest Neighbors (KNN) is a statistical method that 
classifies an incoming instance according to the distance 
to the k nearest points in the training set. In our case, we 
set k=1 and search for the nearest neighbor, based on 
Euclidean distance. We selected k=1 because the 
computational cost is much lower. We also tested other 
values for k (3, 5 and 10), and the results worsen. For big 
datasets, this method can be prohibitive in CPU time. In 
general, it is not a good option if the classifier is in the 
user’s device (e.g., mobile phone).  
Another very important classifier in the literature is the 
Supported Vector Machine. The reason not to use this classifier 
is that it is basically a binary classifier, and we have to separate 
three classes. There are various heuristics to apply SVMs to 
multiple classifications, e.g., to construct two Support Vector 
Machines (e.g., classify Home or Work-Other and later classify 
Work or Other). However, we would need to make an a priori 
decision on what places are similar for the first classification.  
Once we have built the classifiers based on the training 
data, we use the test data to evaluate the classifiers. The test set 
is the data corresponding to one third of the users, which has 
not been used previously to build the classifier. It is relevant to 
underline that the data has been split by users. Therefore a 
user’s visit cannot be classified with the knowledge of other’s 
visits, which is also more realistic. The test set is also labeled. 
Therefore, we have the information about the label (real 
values) of certain numbers of visits. For each visit, we ask our 
classifier whether the right label is Home, Work or Others. 
Then, we compare the real values with the predicted values by 
our classifiers. An accuracy of 53% means that 53% of the 
predicted values are equal to the real value. 
V. RESULTS 
Figure 3 shows the classification of each method using the 
visit-representation approach. All the methods but the Naïve 
Bayes have certain bias. They achieve high accuracy for the 
places Home and Work, and low accuracy for the place Others. 
The intuitive reason is that visits to Home or Work are more 
frequent than visit to place labeled as Others. Therefore the 
algorithms sacrifice accuracy in Others to achieve higher 
accuracy in Home or Work. 
Figure 4 shows the same results using the place-
representation approach. The difference of methods’ accuracy 
is very small. This is probably due to high quality of the data 
representation, under the intuitive conjecture: if the data is very 
good, the selection of the method is not that relevant. There is 
no scientific justification for that high quality, but combining 
all the visits to one place may eliminate the visit-outliers. The 
disadvantages of place-representation methods are the 
following. First, it is more computationally expensive, because 
all the visits to places are calculated and they need to be 
combined, which requires extra computations. The second 
disadvantage is the so-called cold start problem, that the 
classification algorithm will not classify accurately the first 
places, until a certain number of visits to a place have been 
collected. 
Therefore comparing the results of the methods using 
different data-representations, it is obvious that the places-
approach provides higher accuracy, but it also has some 
restrictions. That implies there is not clearly a best option. It 
depends on the requirements of the problem to solve. However, 
the authors outline possible future research line, consisting of 
merging these two approaches. In others words, to utilize a 
classifier based on visits-data representation, or the other based 
on places-data representation, depending on the region of the 
space the point is located. 
Comparing the results of different classifiers, the best 
algorithm seems to be Bagged Tree. However, the difference of 
accuracy with Naïve Bayes using the places approach is only 
1%. This is not enough to statistically say that Bagged Tree is 
better and it might be conditioned by the portion of the data 
used for classification. On the other hand, the method KNN 
should be discarded because it does not offer improvements in 
accuracy while it has a high computational cost. 
The best overall classification rates presented in [13-15] are 
in the range between 0.65 and 0.75. With our best classifiers, 
we achieve overall classification rates over 0.8. 
In addition, we can see some of the relevant features by 
looking at the single decision trees in a top-down manner. 
These features that are chosen as split criteria in an earlier stage 
will be more significant to estimate the semantic place. These 
features are listed in descending order according to the 
relevance: night stay, stay duration, start time, battery status 
and idle still. One future improvement is the inclusion of the 
random forest methods, which is a similar method to the 
bagged trees. Even if it does not offer great improvements in 
accuracy, its results are more human-understandable, and the 
ranking of the most relevant features can be extracted directly. 
VI. CONCLUSIONS 
The test results indicate that places data-representation 
gives higher classification rates than visits data-representation. 
However, it should be noted that the places approach requires 
more processing work, with the consequent effect in 
computational costs as well as the cold start problem. In 
addition, as mentioned in Results, both representation 
approaches could be combined in future work. It may happen 
that each classifier (using different data-representation) 
performs better in a certain region of the feature space. 
Regarding the classification methods, there are some 
methods that should not be used at all, such as KNN, for its 
low accuracy and high computational demand. For future work 
we also consider the inclusion of other methods such as 
Supported Vector Machine or Random Forest. 
The decision tree highlights the relevance of the four 
following features: night stay, stay duration, start time, and 
battery status. Therefore we could also classify almost with the 
same accuracy with fewer features, which is more efficient in 
terms of time and computation.  
An important design constraint was the requirement is that 
the features are accessible by phone vendors and the features 
can be used to solve real problems without violating the user’s 
privacy. In a more general sense, this method is not meant to be 
used independently for context detection. One could combine 
the method presented in this work with any other methods that 
combine information from social network (e.g., Facebook 
status) or the usage of mobile applications (e.g., using Bing 
Maps provides certain information about user’s context). 
However, the access to this complementary information 
requires complying with user’s privacy requirements. 
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Figure 4. Classification rates (%) for different methods, using 
places approach. The percentage of well-classified samples for each 
class is given above the bars. The overall percentage of well-
classified samples for the classifiers is shown below the bars. 
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Figure 3. Classification rates (%) for different methods, using visits 
approach. The percentage of well-classified samples for each class 
is given above the bars. The overall percentage of well-classified 
samples for the classifiers is shown below the bars. 
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Abstract—The vast increase of personal sensor information is 
driving the rise in popularity of context-aware applications. 
Users crave and very often expect tailored services that are 
based on the users’ context or personal preferences. The users 
themselves, using forms, often provide such information. An 
inference solution typically addresses this problem. In this 
paper, we present and show by way of a real-world example, 
the first step towards incorporating information of the user’s 
social networking behavior in the inference task. We define an 
initial indicator of a particular social phenomenon, called 
Homophily, and describe how the indicator measures the 
presence of homophily at certain moments, also capturing the 
degree to which it is present. Different from existing indicators, 
ours lends itself to indicating the presence of homophily in a 
way that is easier to comprehend, so that it may be easily 
integrated into and reinforce context-aware semantic 
computing. 
Keywords-Social Network Analysis; Homophily; Context-
aware Computing. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Computing devices perform many operations 
automatically and faster than humans do. However, unlike 
computers, humans adapt more easily to new situations that 
may arise. One natural way to improve computational 
intelligence is to enable computers to understand context [1]. 
This has been broadly studied in the field of context 
awareness [2]. 
The relevance of Smartphones has increased 
tremendously in recent years. On one hand, technically they 
have advanced significantly, and nowadays they are 
considered to be small computers. On the other hand, the 
percentage of the population who owns a Smartphone has 
increased from as little as 1% in 2006 to 22% in 2013 [3]. In 
some countries, people own on average more than one 
mobile device, and use them to communicate with friends, 
family, colleagues, and even businesses and governments, in 
social networks. 
Probably the most revolutionary aspects of modern 
Smartphones are the inclusion of sensors, and the possibility 
for third-parties to easily develop a variety of applications. 
By combining both these aspects, the context-aware 
application was born, where the user is provided a service, 
depending on his or her context, i.e., any information related 
to the user, such as its location.  
The number of context-aware services has increased 
significantly, which include social networks of a diverse 
nature like Facebook and Foursquare; personal assistants 
like Google Now; and movement tracking applications like 
Moves or RunKeeper. 
These applications offer services based on location, 
called Location Based Services [4], in other words, on the 
data obtained using the sensors built into the users’ devices.  
Social Network Analysis (SNA) can provide relevant 
information about the users that, in turn, can be exploited to 
develop better context-aware applications.  
In particular, Homophily is a well-known occurring 
phenomenon in social networks. Users with similar contexts 
tend to connect at a higher rate [5,6]. For example, CICSyN 
organizers are highly connected to each other. Therefore, we 
would assume that a CICSyN organizer is more likely to be 
connected to another organizer of the conference than to an 
external person. 
Using the concept of homophily, contextual cues, called 
attributes, can be transferred within communities that form a 
highly connected group of users [7]. Then, continuing with 
the example, we could infer that one is a CICSyN organizer if 
the person has very strong relationships with many of the 
event organizers. 
In this paper, we propose a normalized homophily 
indicator that is compact and relatively easy to understand, 
that benefits context inference. We experiment with real-
world data, comparing our results to those of a similar 
indicator that exists. 
In the sequel, we delve into context management, 
mentioning relevant and proposed architectures, and describe 
how SNA plays an essential role in context management and 
context-aware computing, in general. In Section III, we 
present an indicator of homophily that captures the degree to 
which homophily occurs in the social network. We apply our 
indicator to analyze real-world data and compare it to 
another indicator in Section IV. Finally, in Section V, we 
conclude by highlighting several aspects of the future work 
needed to result in methods derived by using or 
incorporating our indicator, when we have shown to be 
easier for the application developer to understand, and at 
least as lightweight as existing indicators.  
II. BACKGROUND 
A. Context-Aware systems and architectures 
The term context-aware (computing) appeared first in the 
early 1990s, with the beginning of context-aware system 
research [8]. Context, also referred to as contextual 
information, refers to any information that can be used to 
characterize the situation of an entity, where an entity can be 
a person, place, or physical or computational object [9]. 
Since then, a significant amount of effort was invested 
into context-aware computing [8]. These systems capture 
many types of context in addition to time and position, such 
as places, things, commitments and user preferences [10]. 
The main components of a context-aware system include 
context providers and context-aware services [11]. 
Several architectures and frameworks have been used to 
manage and reason about user context, such as the well-
known Context Managing Framework, Context Broker 
Architecture or Service-Oriented Context-Aware Middleware 
[12]. In particular, we draw the readers’ attention to our 
software service, called the Context Engine (CE) [13].  
The CE collects and reasons about information from a 
variety of sources, including physical sensors and user 
applications. In the architecture of the CE, shown in Figure 
1, the End User uses an application that needs access to his 
or her contextual information. The application requests 
contextual information from the CE through the CE API. 
When appropriated, i.e., according to permissions granted to 
the application, privacy policies and user preferences, the CE 
will access contextual information or infer it using context 
inference tools, ultimately providing the requested 
information to the application. For further information about 
the CE, we refer to previous work, in which we explained the 
software service in greater detail [13]. 
 
 
 
Figure 1.  The Context Engine architecture simplified. 
We illustrate the idea with an example. Consider an 
application whose function is to be an umbrella reminder: 
given the weather forecast on a particular day and the 
location of the user, it notifies the user whether or not to take 
the umbrella. In order to do so, it needs to access contextual 
information. 
The inclusion of the CE in Smartphones encourages the 
development of context-aware applications, since application 
developers can delegate the context inference task to the CE, 
which in turn provides the contextual information 
automatically.  
Moreover, different inference tools can be integrated into 
the CE. Typical examples of these context inference 
functions include activity recognition [14] and place 
detection [15]. 
B. System modelling using homophily 
Social Network Analysis (SNA) focuses on the discovery 
and evolution of relations among entities (people, 
organizations, activities, etc.) [16]. SNA plays a major role 
in fields such as e-commerce [17]. Such e-commerce 
platforms analyze the social network in terms of tasks, e.g., 
purchases, searches and user similarity, with the ultimate 
objective of recommending relevant products to the user. 
In particular, homophily is a social phenomenon often 
described as the principle that a contact between similar 
people occurs at a higher rate than among dissimilar people 
[5], shown to be ubiquitous in social networks [6] and is 
well-studied in the social sciences [5-7,18-22]. For instance, 
a study of the relationships among American high school 
students showed that they exhibit homophily by race and 
gender [18]. In other words, students tend to be more in 
contact with other students of the same gender and race.  
Homophily has been used in numerous cases to model 
social networks [7,22-28]. Most of these investigations 
assume homophily to be present and create a homophily-
based model, aimed at improving inference of the network. 
However, these models only assume homophily to be present 
but do not use their indicators in the final solutions. 
Measuring the degree of homophily present in a system is 
relevant, since model-driven solutions can be built based on 
this characteristic. This allows comparisons between social 
networks. Ideally, these should be easy to understand. 
Inverse homophily, also known as heterophily, is the 
inverse mechanism, where users tend to become connected 
to dissimilar users. A network that represents romantic 
relationships between students in an American high school, 
for instance, exhibits heterophily by gender [19]. 
It naturally follows to build an indicator of homophily 
that captures the degree to which homophily occurs in the 
system. To the best of our knowledge, a few indicators of 
homophily have been described [7,24,25] but are not always 
easy to interpret and seemingly fail to capture and utilize the 
heterophilic behavior of the network, i.e., they only capture 
homophilic behavior. For example, Tang et al investigate the 
use of three popular rating similarity measures as, what they 
called, the homophily coefficient [28]. On the other hand, 
Mislove et al derive their affinity indicator to represent the 
degree of homophily in the network with respect to a 
particular attribute [7]. Affinity, although derived along a 
similar train of thought as our homophily indicator Hom, 
which we define next, affinity remains unbounded and hard 
to manage (interpret and integrate) in context-aware 
solutions. 
III. FORMAL DEFINTION OF HOMOPHILY 
A. Network Definition 
We introduce some basic graph notation such that  G = (V, E)  denotes a finite undirected graph with nodes V = {v!,… , v!}, and edges E = {e!,… , e!}, where n,m ∈ ℤ 
are the number of nodes and edges in G, respectively. E 
contains the unordered pairs of nodes 
 
 e! = v!, v! !∀!k ∈ 1,… ,m , i, j ∈ 1,… , n  
 
In short, we define #V = n, #E = m,V G = V,  and E G = E for convenience. 
Particularly, we are interested in graphs with nodes 
annotated with contextual attributes. To model this, we 
define C  as a function from nodes to finite vectors of 
Boolean attributes, i.e., !C:V → B!, S ∈ ℤ , representing the 
size of B. We then reference v!’s contextual attributes as C(v!) = {c!,!,… , c!,!}. 
B. Quantifying homophily 
Based on the graph definitions, next we characterize and 
measure the phenomenon of homophily. We derive our 
initial indicator Hom to quantify the potential degree to 
which homophily may be present at a single observation 
point in network G.  
Since homophily emerges from the context, attribute c! is 
used in the formulation of its definition:  
Define two types of nodes in G, according to the binary 
value of c!, namely types p and q, where V!(G) and V! G  
are the sets of each type of node. The number of elements in 
each set is given by n! and n!. 
We consequently also define two types of edges, where 
edges between nodes of the same type are called 
homogeneous edges E!(G)  and edges between nodes of 
different types are called heterogeneous edges E!(G). 
Considering complete graph K, spanned from G, basic 
graph theory gives 
 |E!(K)| = n! !n! − 12 !+ !n! !n! − 12|E!(K)| = !n!n!  
   
Next, we define r!! , r!! ∈ ℝ!  as the ratios of 
homogeneous and heterogeneous edges present in !, respectively, with respect to the homogeneous and 
heterogeneous edges in K. We have 
 r!! = |E!(G)||E!(K)|r!! = |E!(G)||E!(K)| 
 
Assuming at least one edge is present in G, we define our 
homophily indicator !"# for graph!G as 
 Hom G = ! r!! − r!!r!! + r!!! 
 
The homophily indicator lies in the range [-1,1]. Positive 
values of Hom indicate that the networks exhibits a high 
potential of homophily, while negative values of Hom 
indicate that the network exhibits potential of heterophily, 
i.e., users are connected with dissimilar people. When the 
homophily value is close to 0, between -ε and ε, the system 
does not exhibit homophily. ε  is thus the homophily 
threshold and it varies in different networks, depending on 
the size of the graph and the density of edges. The threshold 
is the way in which one deals with translating the theoretical 
definition of homophily into a practical working definition, 
i.e., 
 
Hom !< −!,!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!ℎ!"!#ℎ!"#−ε ≤ Hom ≤ !ε, no!homophily!!!> !,!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!ℎ!"!#$%ℎ!"#  
 
as mentioned by Easley and Kleinberg [22]. 
IV. REAL-WORLD EXAMPLE 
A. Nodobo dataset 
We use the nodobo dataset for our real-world example. 
The dataset is publicly available and contains social 
interaction data of twenty-seven senior students in a Scottish 
high school. The data was collected using a software suite by 
the same name, developed by researchers at the University of 
Strathclyde, Scotland. They collected both device usage 
patterns and social interactions from Google Nexus One 
Smartphones [29].  
 They collected data over an interrupted period of 
roughly five months, namely from September 2010 to 
February of the following year. The data consisted of cellular 
tower transitions, Bluetooth proximity logs, and 
communication events, including calls and text messages. 
We build our social network graph from this data, as 
described next. 
B. Experiment settings 
We constructed social graphs from the dataset using only 
the data until the end of 2010, because four users 
matriculated and left school at that time. We built our graph 
G=(V,E) based on the Bluetooth proximity logs. We did not 
consider days when data were not collected. Hence, we 
considered a total of D=105 days.  
In order to study the behavior of the homophily in the 
system over time, and therefore the behavior of our indicator, 
we discretize time into L periods (or steps) of duration W 
days each. 
Therefore, we have a sequence of L graphs, G1, G2, GL, 
each representing the social interactions during the period l, 
whose state is observable at the end of that period. 
Each participant in the experiments is represented as a 
vertex in G. A connection exists in Gl if and only if two 
students (vertices) have been in proximity to each other for 
an average of 60 minutes a day. We consider an edge from 
vertex A to vertex B to be homogeneous when the number of 
common friends of A and B is greater than integer f common 
friends, and heterogeneous otherwise. We thus have two 
control variables, namely f and W, that are varied to obtain 
different experiment settings. 
We conducted two experiments, each calculating Hom and 
Affinity (Aff) [7] for the constructed graphs Gl. Intuitively, 
we expect to observe homophily in the graph because it 
represents social interactions. 
The parameter setting for each of Experiment A and 
Experiment B are  
• Experiment A:  W=15, f =2 
• Experiment B:  W=5, f =3 
The selection of these variables was at our discretion but 
we made sure to select values that explore two 
configurations that result in two graph sets GL that are 
different yet reasonable to experiment with. 
C. Results 
Values for both homophily indicators Hom and Aff are 
reported in Figures 2 and 3, for Experiments A and B, 
respectively. In Figure 3, Steps 7 and 21 have undefined 
values for both indicators and consequently, no value is 
shown. Since edges are not only introduced into the network 
but also removed, it is possible to have steps where there are 
no edges at all. Hence, as confirmed by both indicators 
reporting an undefined value, this is expected and verified. 
Moreover, we expect to see homophilic system states to 
be reported by both indicators: almost all Hom values are 
greater than 0.9, where Hom=1 implies complete homophily, 
whereas Aff values are all greater than 1, indicating 
homophily as well, and seems to increase over time. 
Aff values vary to a greater extent than Hom values in 
both experiments. If an Aff value of around 3.5 is reported, as 
is shown in Figure 1 (see Step 7), it is relatively more 
challenging to understand what the relative difference means 
with respect to say about 1.5, reported for Step 2 of the same 
figure. The fact that there is no fixed and clear upper bound 
that allows for insight into the absolute values of the 
indicator and its difference is a big disadvantage of this 
indicator. 
On the other hand, Hom values appear to be steadier, i.e., 
they do not vary as much. This is perhaps due to the 
normalization of our indicator, built into its definition. It sets 
upper and lower limits (-1 and 1) for the indicator and can be 
interpreted more easily and independently of other factors, 
such as the size of the network and the absolute number of 
edges present. 
Furthermore, for each experiment, and each indicator, we 
show the mean of the values reported, as shown in the 
figures. The mean value for Aff differs by around 0.5 for 
each of the experiment settings. This can probably be 
interpreted by an expert of the indicator itself and SNA but 
even so, it might prove rather challenging. 
However, attesting to the advantage of Hom, the mean 
value in both experiments was 0.93, with a small trailing 
difference. This accurately identifies that both experiments 
are of the similar systems, which was not suggested at all by 
Aff. The slight insignificant difference in mean values of 
Hom is most likely due to the discretization parameters we 
selected when configuring the experiments.  
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
By considering Social Network Analysis, one can 
reinforce context-aware computing, resulting in a better 
understanding of system behavior that needs to be predicted. 
We focused specifically on a phenomenon called homophily, 
and proposed an indicator Hom to report the potential of a 
system’s state of homophily (or heterophily, for that matter).  
Our indicator can be used for descriptive purposes, i.e., for 
understanding the nature of the network. We also compared 
it to another indicator from the literature, called affinity.  
The nature of each homophily indicator differs: affinity is 
unbounded on one end, having the range [0,∞), where a 
value of less than 1 indicates a state of heterophily. With this 
indicator, it is not easy to understand the degree of 
homophily in the network in terms of the absolute value 
reported, nor is it simple to compare to other systems without 
significant effort and knowledge about both systems and the 
indicator itself. When the system exhibits heterophily, the 
range would be much smaller, making the matter even more 
challenging.  
To simplify and reduce the efforts needed by the average 
application developer, i.e., the non-expert, we make available 
Hom, bounded by the range [-1,1]. Positive values of Hom 
correspond to a state of homophily, while negative values 
correspond to a state of heterophily. This is easier to 
understand and interpret, especially since the homophily and 
heterophily values are symmetric. 
These indicators are intended to be used as part of an 
inference solution, above and beyond simply modeling 
behavior. They need to be light-weight and simple, both of 
which features Hom embodies. 
 
Figure 2. Aff and Hom indicator values reported for Experiment A. 
 
Figure 3. Aff and Hom indicator values reported for Experiment B. 
2.08 
0.93 
2.54 
0.93 
To  extend our indicator and utilize it to predict context-
related behavior in the stochastic system, more work needs to 
be done in terms of extending the network definition to 
account for time periods extending beyond a single time step.  
Other noise features need to be filtered, accounting for 
behavior that opposes the natural phenomenon of homophily. 
A model-driven solution for context inference will benefit 
significantly if the factors of social network activity can be 
isolated and better understood. 
Finally, the Context Engine requires tools and techniques 
that are not only accessible, accurate and effective for the 
non-expert, but also light-weight yet powerful. We are 
convinced that this initial homophily indicator is a step in the 
right direction towards reinforcing context-aware semantic 
computing. 
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Abstract. Understanding the user’s context is important for mobile applications 
to provide personalized services. Such context is typically based on the user’s 
own information. In this paper, we show how social network analysis and the 
study of the individual in a social network can provide meaningful contextual 
information. According to the phenomenon of homophily, similar users tend to 
be connected more frequently than dissimilar. We model homophily in social 
networks over time. Such models strengthen context inference algorithms, 
which helps determine future status of the user, resulting in prediction accuracy 
improvements of up to 118% with respect to a naïve classifier. 
Keywords: Social network analysis; Context Inference; Homophily 
1 Introduction 
Web 2.0 technologies have been developed, enabling users to easily publish and share 
information on the web (e.g. Facebook, wikipedia) [1]. Meanwhile, the mobile device 
industry has also developed tremendously. Among these developments, we highlight 
the inclusion of inexpensive physical sensors in mobile devices, and the opening of 
application programming interfaces to enable any person to develop their own appli-
cation. Such developments provide a quantity of data without precedent, streaming 
from a number of sensors located everywhere, and from the increasing Web data. This 
data can be used to understand the user context and needs, providing them with the 
so-called context-aware services.  
    Although the idea of context-aware applications is brilliant, its implementation is 
challenging and it is often reduced in practice to services based on the users’ position 
[2].  However, we believe that the behavior of a user within a group, e.g. online social 
networks, can provide meaningful user context. We study Social Network Analysis 
(SNA) techniques, which focus on the discovery and evolution of relationships among 
entities, such as people, organizations, activities, and so on [3]. In particular, we fo-
cus on homophily, described as the principle that a contact between similar people 
occurs at a higher rate that among dissimilar people [4]. Above and beyond measuring 
homophily for descriptive tasks, it can also be used to infer information in social net-
works, both by context inference and link prediction [5-7]. Most investigations as-
sume homophily present and propose techniques to benefit inference in the social 
networks. We previously proposed a homophily indicator to better represent the de-
gree of homophily in a certain system [8], easy to understand and interpret.  
    Our contribution is two-fold: first, in Sect 2, we extend our indicator of homophily 
[8] to measure its effect on the evolution of the network; second, in section 3 we show 
how the proposed indicator can be used to strengthen existing inference solutions, 
resulting in model-driven methods to assist context inference methods. Section 4 in-
cludes an experiment using real-world data, demonstrating the performance gains 
achieved by using the indicator to enhance the context inference of existing solutions. 
2 Homophily indicator over time 
We use the concept of homophily to model a system. As shown in Fig. 1, we extract 
system information according to modeling parameters and convert it into graphs. The 
graphs are used to learn about the nature of the system, which can be used to under-
stand the nature of the system and model it better in the future. 
Fig. 1. Overall view of system modeling process 
 
    In concrete, we consider the network over time period D. By discretizing G into L 
periods, each of duration W, we obtain the sequence of successive graph states ! =(!$, !&, …!(), such that *	, = -. We have a set of observable graph states to ana-
lyze. Representing time discretely in this way is an important parameter when model-
ing the system, as we shall see in the experiments in Section IV. We aim to study the 
effect of homophily in the evolution of connections in a social network over time. In 
other words, we aim at using the phenomenon of homophily for link prediction. For 
such purposes, we create the structural homophily indicator, based on our previous 
indicator [8], which captures the effect of homophily for the addition of new links. 
    We consider only relevant to measure structural homophily in graphs where at least 
one homogeneous and one heterogeneous edges can be potentially added in the next 
iteration. Otherwise, it makes no sense to measure structural homophily if all possible 
edges are of the same type. Consider graph G0 to be the state of the social network 
previously represented by graph G at some timet ∈ L. Then, ΔE(G0) represents the set 
additional edges added between two consecutive graphs, i.e.,ΔE(G0) = E(G0) −E(G07$). The complement or inverse graph G0 of G8 contains all the edges of K that 
are absent from G8. This set of edges at time l is expressed as E;G0< = E(K) − E(G8). 
E;G0< is the set of edges that are not contained in G8, but can be added in G8=$. 
    As already explained, homophily suggests that some pairs of nodes are more likely 
to become connected in the future than others. Similarly to de definition of homophi-
ly, we consider two types of edges for structural homophily, homogeneous and heter-
ogeneous, represented in this case as S+ and S-, respectively. However, determining 
whether an edge belongs to homogeneous set E>= or to heterogeneous E>7 is not a 
trivial task. To conduct this task, we define the homophily conditions. Edges match-
ing the homophily conditions are considered homogeneous, otherwise they are heter-
ogeneous edges. The homophily conditions depend on the system being studied. The 
condition definitions apply to the added edges ΔE(G8), as well as to the absent edges E;G8<, where ΔE(G8)=E>=(G8) ∪ E>7(G0) , and ΔE;G0<=E>=(G0) ∪ E>7(G0). 
    Following previous logic in [8], we extend the ratios r+ and r- to the structural ho-
mophily in the stochastic case. We define rA>=(B), rA>=(B) as the ratios of added homo-
geneous and heterogeneous edges, respectively, present in G, with respect to the po-
tential edges. These rations are expressed as follows.  rAC>= = |ΔE>=(G8)||E>=(G07$EEEEEE	)|	 , rAC>7 = |ΔE>7(G8)||E>7(G07$EEEEEE	)| 
Note that the denominators are never 0, since there must be at least one edge of 
each type to be added. We can now express the single-step structural homophily indi-
cator HomI(G0) at time period B as HomI(G0) = 	 rAJ>= − rAJ>7rAC>= + rACL7 
Extending the single-step indicator to consider homophily from the start of the 
network’s evolution, we finally define what we call the global structural homophily 
indicator HomI. As a function of the graph G, we have  HomI	(G) = M 1∑ |ΔE(G0)|P0Q& RS|ΔE(G0)|	HomI(G0)P0Q&  
    The interpretation of structural homophily is analogous to the interpretation of ho-
mophily[8], where εI is the structural homophily threshold:  HomI 	U 			> ɛI,																					structural	homophily	−ɛI ≤ HomI 	≤ ɛI, no	structural	homophily				< ɛI,																					structural	heterophily  
3 Methods for Inference 
We consider Homs to infer successive graph in the graph sequence G, i.e., we infer 
graph Gt+1 based on the information available of Gt. In order to analyze the impact of 
HomS we propose two methods based on the structural homophily indicator. 
First, we present the method to be used as the baseline method in the control of our 
experiment afterwards. This method is called the Random Method (RM), which does 
not consider homophily at all. We chose this method at our discretion to make a com-
parison by calculating improvements our structural homophily methods give in con-
text inference.  
In all methods, we define d ∈ ℤ= as the number of edges we would like to infer for 
the following time period, i.e., over the period t to t+1. For each of the methods pre-
sented, the probability that an absent edge may be introduced into the successive 
graph is calculated differently. Our objective is to show that our homophily indicator 
can be integrated in existing methods, resulting in better inference predictions.  
• The Random Method (RM) does not consider the effect homophily for link pre-
diction: it is a naïve Bayesian classifier that uses no a priori information with 
probability f(g, !8=$) = d $|h(iJEEE)|	 	 , e ∈ j(!8EEE) 
• The Structural Homophily Randomized Method (SHRM) considers homophi-
ly in the network; therefore, it considers two types of edges, heterogeneous and 
homogeneous edges. This methods simply assumes structural homophily to be 
constant over time, klmn	(!8=$) = 	klmn(!$ …!8), resulting klmn	(!8) = f(gL=, !8=$) − f(gL7, !8=$)f(gL=, !8=$) + f(gL7, !8=$)	 
The following equivalence is obvious from a simple summation of the probabili-
ties of inferable edges of each type and the selection of d, such that  S f(gL=, !8=$)opq∈hpq(iJEEE) + S f(gL7, !8=$)opr∈hpr(iJEEE) = N 
Solving then this system of equations, we assign the probability of being intro-
duced into the graph, for each type of edge, according to f(gL=,!8=$) = N|jL=(!8EEE)| + |jL7(!8EEE)|	1 − klmn(!8)2 ;	f(gL7,!8=$) = N|jL=(!8EEE)| 21 −klmn(!8) + |jL7(!8EEE)|
 
• The Deterministic Homophily Method (DHM) assumes that connections in the 
network appear exclusively according to homophily, i.e. different nodes will nev-
er connect. It is proposed as a simplified version of SHRM (with klmn = 1). f(gv$,!8=$) = d	 $|hwx(ACEEE)| 	; 	f(gv&,!8=$) = 0 
4 Real-world Experiment 
We apply the aforementioned methods for context prediction to the Nodobo dataset.  
Nodobo is an open and publicly-available dataset that contains social data of twenty-
seven senior students in a Scottish high school [9]. The data consist of cellular tower 
transitions, Bluetooth proximity logs and communication events, including calls and 
text messages. 
    From Nodobo dataset, we construct a series of graph: We split the data into L dif-
ferent periods of size W. For each period i, we construct the graph Gi, obtaining the 
whole graph ! = (!$, !&,… !().  
    For constructing each graph Gi, the users are the nodes of the graph. We include an 
undirected edge between nodes if they have been in proximity for an average of 60 
minutes a day. In our case, an edge (v{, |}) meets the homophily condition if nodes |~ 
and |}	have at least  common friends. In Tab. 1, we report HomS(G) for different 
values of W and f.  
Table 1. HomS for different values of W(days) and f (friends) 
              f (friends )               
W(days)   2    3    4 
15 0,48 0,49 0,38 
21 0,39 0,48 0,52 
35 0,67 0,63 0,60 
    After measuring values of HomS, we consider its usage for inferring future graph 
status in the graph sequence. Given Gt, applying a method Q results in the inferred 
graph !8=$Q . Applying the respective formulas, we obtain the inferred graphs GRMt+1, 
GSHRMt+1, GDHMt+1 for RM, SHRM and DHR. The accuracy of the method Q at a period 
t is given as ÄÅÅ8=$Q = |iJqxQ 	∩		Éh(iJqx)||Éh(iJqx)|  
    It is an expression of the ratio of correct predictions with respect to the added edges 
in the real graph. However, this is the single-step accuracy measure. For each step, we 
repeat the inference step R times. This makes it possible to tune the accuracy of the 
method. To gauge the overall accuracy of the method, we calculate the arithmetic mean 
of each single-step accuracy value, ÄÅÅQ = $(7$∑ ÄÅÅ8=$Q(7$8Q$  
    We calculate ∆acc>ÖÜá and ∆accàÖá, i.e., the accuracy improvements of methods 
SHRM and DHR with respect to RM, ∆ÄÅÅQ =	âääQ7	âääãåâääãå  
    We select three configurations with which to experiment, taken from Table 1: 
• Experiment A: W=15, f=4, Hom=0.38 (low) 
• Experiment B: W=15, f=2, Hom=0.48 (medium) 
• Experiment C: W=35, f=2, Hom=0.67 (high) 
5 Results & Conclusions 
The results for Experiments A, B and C are reported in Table 2. The increases in ac-
curacy, ΔaccSHRM and ΔaccDHM are reported for different numbers of executions of R 
and N parameters. The homophily-based methods improves the accuracy from 20% to 
118% over RM (with an arithmetic overall mean improvement of 62%), which does 
not engage in homophily in context inference. In this case study, DHM performs sig-
nificantly better than SHRM most of the time. 
    Therefore, there is a clear benefit from exploiting the phenomenon of homophily. 
The selection of the modeling parameters is rather relevant: homophily can be mod-
eled better when having insights of the system’s behavior. Future work includes fur-
ther understanding the relationship between modelling parameter and the homophily 
Table 2. ΔaccSHRM and ΔaccDHM for Experiments A, B and C  reporting inference impro-
vements of SHRM and DHR 
 R 100 200 500 
N Method A B C A B C A B C 
10 
SHRM 0.24 
1.15 
0.48 
1.02 
0.54 
0.76 
0.27 
1.14 
0.39 
1.03 
0.22 
0.51 
0.28 
1.18 
0.43 
1.05 
0.29 
0.51 DHM 
15 
SHRM 0.20 
1.06 
0.36 
1.00 
0.44 
0.58 
0.30 
1.18 
0.39 
0.99 
0.32 
0.50 
0.29 
1,17 
0.39 
1.06 
0.31 
0.47 DHM 
20 
SHRM 0.28 
1.15 
0.35 
1.05 
0.28 
0.47 
0.24 
1.10 
0.35 
1.00 
0.28 
0.56 
0.27 
1.14 
0.40 
1.03 
0.33 
0.54 DHM 
 methods we presented and the definition of additional useful homophily-related met-
rics that can be effective for prediction tools. 
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Abstract—Mobile applications often adapt their behavior 
according to user context, however, they are often limited to 
consider few sources of contextual information, such as user 
position or language. This article reviews existing work in 
context-aware systems (CAS), e.g., how to model context, 
and discusses further development of CAS and its potential 
applications by looking at available information, methods 
and technologies. Social Media seems to be an interesting 
source of personal information when appropriately exploit-
ed. In addition, there are many types of general information, 
ranging from weather and public transport to information 
of books and museums. These information sources can be 
combined in previously unexplored ways, enabling the de-
velopment of smarter mobile services in different domains. 
Users are, however, reluctant to provide their personal 
information to applications; therefore, there is a craving for 
new regulations and systems that allow applications to use 
such contextual data without compromising the user priva-
cy. 
Index Terms—Context-aware Services; Context Awareness; 
Context Management; Mobile Computing 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Context-aware applications are an increasingly im-
portant part of current mobile applications, i.e., applica-
tions that adapt their behavior according to the user con-
text. However, looking at application volumes, one could 
say that contemporary mobile sensor frameworks, e.g., 
Android Location and Sensors API, establish the de facto 
technology driver for (mobile) context-aware computing. 
That is, most of these applications are based solely on 
information coming from these mobile sensor frame-
works, such as positioning information for Location-based 
Services (LBS) [44] or some simple types of contextual 
information, such as time of day or user language.  
Other applications need more complex contextual in-
formation, however, mobile developers are challenged to 
build such applications since these mobile sensor frame-
works provide no such information, e.g., user music pref-
erences. In addition, these frameworks act simply as con-
text providers, lacking the ability to model and reason 
with context. This reasoning ability is desired in Context-
Aware Systems (CAS), similarly to how human beings 
reason (e.g., user at work implies user activity is working). 
Inevitably, considering these other types of contextual 
information would require further development of data 
mining techniques to cope with this information. Tradi-
tional mobile services were based on mobile sensors 
whose values were relatively easy to interpret, e.g., posi-
tion coordinates, while potential context-aware applica-
tions need to understand and make use of this more con-
temporary type of information that is in unstructured for-
mats, e.g., web pages and plaintext in e-mails or calendars.  
For the development and provision of fully Context-
aware Services, it is key to conceptualize context and 
design a mobile component that acts as a context manager 
rather than a context provider, i.e., that deals with contex-
tual information, reasons with it, distributes it to other 
components, etc. 
Once the mechanisms for the context manager are es-
tablished, we identify usable, reliable and accessible in-
formation and services [57], processing methods to com-
pute and reason with this information, etc. Vastly simpli-
fied, the processing methods should combine the infor-
mation available from diverse sources with the ultimate 
goal of understanding and exploiting the users’ needs and 
interests, based on which tailored mobile services can be 
built. 
The contribution of our work is two-fold: first, we re-
view the main concepts and related-work in CAS, 
(re)proposing a software component for dealing with, 
modeling and reasoning with context. Second, we review 
available information, methods and technologies that can 
be used to improve existing mobile applications, and dis-
cuss some areas where they can be used.  
The rest of the article is organized as follows: Sect. II 
starts with a conceptualization of context, models, CAS, 
as well as the architecture of our proposed context manag-
er, the context engine (CE). Sect. III reviews available 
data sources from which to extract user-related infor-
mation, and Sect. IV describes technologies or initiatives 
to publish more general information, i.e., not related to the 
user. Sect. V introduces some terminological information, 
e.g., dictionaries, to understand the previous information, 
while processing methods to reason with information are 
presented in Sect. VI. Sect. VII discusses some areas of 
application that can benefit with the development of CAS. 
Finally, we conclude in Sect. VIII, summarizing and dis-
cussing the challenges to overcome in order to successful-
ly transition from Location-based Services towards smart-
er Context-aware Services.  
II. BACKGROUND 
A. Context and related concepts 
Research on context-aware computing began in earnest 
in the early 1990’s [1]. Context can refer to any 
information that can be used to characterize the situation 
of an entity, where an entity can be a person, place, or 
physical or computational object [5].  
The main components of context aware systems include 
context providers, e.g., mobile sensor frameworks, and 
Context-aware Services, e.g., context reasoning [22]. 
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Also, we can see context-aware systems consisting of two 
main activities, namely context assertion, for making 
contextual information available to the services, and con-
text retrieval, for exploiting context in an specific applica-
tion [37]. 
Some sources of contextual information would include 
physical sensors such as thermometers, virtual sensors 
such as calendars, or predictions such as weather fore-
casts. According to the extraction procedures, there are 
three complementary approaches on how context provid-
ers acquire information [11]: 
- Direct sensor access, where sensor information is 
directly read from the sensor APIs.  
- Middleware infrastructure, which introduces a layered 
architecture that enhances reusability and provides 
concurrent sensor access. Instead of accessing directly the 
raw data from sensors, an intermediate software layer 
manages sensorial data. 
- Context server, which in addition, allows gathering 
information from remote data sources and distributing the 
costs of measurements and computations. 
Direct sensor access is not feasible in current compu-
ting, since contextual information needs to be encapsulat-
ed for system to deal with multitasking, concurrency, etc. 
The context manager would acquire the information by 
being a middleware infrastructure, such as mobile sensor 
APIs do, but also a Context Server, since external infor-
mation and services can be used to gather information.
B. Modeling Context 
Currently, there is no commonly agreed standard model 
or system for sensing contextual information from various 
sources. The existence of this model would enable the 
reuse of contextual information across various middleware 
systems and frameworks.  
Strang and Linnhoff-Popien [53] describe and discuss 
several ways to model context, including key-value, 
markup scheme, graphical, object-oriented, logic-based 
and ontology-based models. Ontology-based models offer 
many desirable properties such as information alignment, 
and the ability to deal with incomplete or partially under-
stood information, among others.  
These ontology-based models require some context on-
tology standard to facilitate the reuse of information 
across applications and frameworks. Several ontologies 
have been proposed with this purpose. The W3C Semantic 
Sensor Network (SSN) ontology was developed by re-
viewing 17 existing sensor ontologies [29, 15], also 
aligned with the general DOLCE Ultra Lite upper ontolo-
gy providing concepts such as Physical Object, Event, etc. 
Other ontologies acknowledge a more generalized logi-
cal context, such as the Service-Oriented Context-Aware 
Middleware (SOCAM) architecture, which provides effi-
cient infrastructure support for building more complex 
Context-aware Services in pervasive computing environ-
ments [22]. SOCAM also acknowledges  the needs of 
using a two-level information architecture: general con-
textual information is described using SOCAM ontology, 
while more application-specific concepts use domain-
specific ontologies. 
C. Architecture 
Although many other frameworks have been proposed 
in the literature, such as CoBra, CASS, CORTEX, Gaia, 
Context toolkit [1, 5, 42], we use the Context Engine 
(CE) to make our discussions more concrete. The CE is a 
software component responsible for dealing with 
(collecting, storing and distributing), modeling and 
reasoning with context [42]. The CE accepts the responsi-
bilities and tasks of local context provider and logical 
context interpretation. Among other tasks, the CE pro-
vides contextual information to the applications, and man-
ages user information and preferences. 
 
Figure 1.  Simplified Context Engine Architecture 
The architecture of the CE is depicted in Fig. 1. The 
end user performs an activity through a context-aware 
mobile application, which requests the needed information 
from the CE through the CE API using the context 
ontology. The CE provides the requested information to 
the requesting application if information is available or 
can be obtained with existing information and processing 
methods, when permissions are granted.  
For the tasks of context management, reasoning and 
distribution, the CE should include several components: 
Context ontology is the chief communication 
mechanism between the CE and the applications, 
facilitating communication between external applications. 
Also, the context ontology is the base information for 
further ontology-based inference or consistency checking. 
Factual information is the information that can be 
used for providing users with tailored services. There are 
two types: user-related information, which describes the 
user and his or her contextual information (Sect. III); and 
general information, information unrelated to the user in 
principle, but that can be exploited for the user’s benefit. 
(Sect. IV). 
Terminological information is needed for computers 
to understand and reason with factual information, a topic 
addressed in Sect. V. This information includes 
vocabularies, thesaurus or taxonomies that allow further 
understanding of certain information. 
Processing methods compute with available 
information to provide previously unknown information 
that is relevant in that context. Some processing methods 
based on statistics are included in Sect. VI, but inferences 
using ontology-based reasoning techniques should be 
considered [58], and are of the CE’s own techniques, in 
the box “ontology-based inference”. 
Context Engine deals with user preferences, 
permissions, privacy and trust, uncertainty (e.g. 
consistency checking), and ontology-based inference, 
among others. Optional components would include 
optimization engines to reduce computing costs, e.g., pre-
computing most likely requested context, or application 
assistance services to help other applications use the 
Context Engine smoothly. 
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III. USER-RELATED INFORMATION SOURCES 
Contextual information stems from diverse sources and 
concerns a large variety of information and data types. 
According to Baldauf et al [5], there are three types of 
sensors from which to obtain contextual information, 
namely physical, virtual and combined sensors. We also 
consider Social Media and Direct User Input as sources of 
contextual information. 
A. Physical sensors 
Physical sensors are capable of capturing physical data 
of the entity’s environment [5]. There are sensors 
providing different types of context such as: photodiodes 
providing light context; cameras, visual context; 
microphones, audio; accelerometers, motion and 
acceleration; GPS, location; thermometers, temperature; 
and biosensors to measure blood pressure as sensors to 
measure physical attributes [48]. 
Physical sensors are the most widely used sensors in 
current mobile applications, e.g., all the position-based 
applications constituting the so-called Location-based 
Services (LBS). 
Furthermore, besides sensors integrated in mobile 
phones, one should consider other sensors across different 
places, e.g., user home, and devices, e.g. work and 
personal phones. This is becoming increasingly relevant, 
especially considering the increased attention and efforts 
made in emerging paradigms like the Internet of Things 
(IoT) [3] and realizing Smart Cities [6]. 
B. Virtual sensors 
Virtual sensors have access to virtual information, such 
as data from applications and services [5]. Many 
applications and services can be considered virtual 
sensors, including calendars, e-mails and web browsers. 
For example, from the user calendar we may learn the 
users’ interests, location or language. Other more novel 
information includes media access logs, citizen profiles 
(e.g., tax information, profession, educational degree, and 
marital status), service usage logs (libraries, banking, etc.), 
and information from sport and health trackers, among 
others. 
Virtual information is increasingly used in the last years 
in mobile applications, although two factors hinder its 
development: First, it is challenging to deal with virtual 
information, since it appears in more unstructured formats 
than information coming from physical sensors. Second, 
only some virtual information providers have procedures 
for third-parties to access their information, which 
complicates the inclusion of some sources of information 
in CAS. 
Social media applications are in essence sources of vir-
tual information, however, because of their specific char-
acteristics, we consider them separately in Sect III.D. 
C. Combined sensors 
Combined sensors provide information obtained by 
combining information from two or more sensors. We 
need, therefore, the corresponding processing methods to 
infer new information from that already known.  
However, it is important to distinguish the method from 
the sensors: the method infers the information and pro-
vides it to the sensor, which registers the information to be 
requested later. For example, user physical activity infor-
mation (immobile, walking, cycling, etc.) is information 
from combined sensors. To obtain this information, we 
used some inferences techniques, some of which are dis-
cussed in Sect. VI. 
D. Social media 
According to Kaplan and Haenlein, social media is a 
group of Internet-based applications that build on the 
ideological and technological foundations of Web 2.0, and 
that allow the creation and exchange of User Generated 
Content [26]. Users buy goods and services online as well, 
being able to compare prices from different providers 
instantly. 
Social media differs from the more generic virtual 
information in the sense that social media compiles 
information related to the user as a social being, including 
its relations with other users and entities. Furthermore, 
several classifications of social media have been 
proposed. According to [51], there are eight types of 
social media: relationship networks, media sharing 
networks, online reviews, discussion forums, social 
publishing platforms, bookmarking sites, Interest-based 
networks and e-commerce. These types are not exclusive: 
one social media can belong to more than one category 
simultaneously, such as Facebook, belonging to the 
categories personal networks and media sharing networks. 
Online reviews and e-commerce are interesting social 
media categories for the CE or recommender systems due 
to the number of practical applications. Interesting sources 
of information might be Foursquare, twitter, LinkedIn, 
Wikipedia (or dbpedia), amazon, imdb, rottentomatoes or 
TripAdvisor, to mention only a few. In particular, open 
social media platforms, which offer open content without 
authentication, are of particular interest, some examples 
being twitter, Flickr or YouTube.  
Regarding information reliability, some information can 
be found to be more objective, like in the case of e-
commerce information, while other categories like online 
reviews typically contain opinions, which are of subjec-
tive nature.  
Although social media is a rich source of information, 
there are two issues that hinder its development that are, in 
essence, the same as with virtual information but more 
accentuated: First, there is a need to cope with information 
in non-machine readable formats, such as plaintext, for 
which advanced data and text mining techniques should 
be developed further. Still, other times they offer ways to 
express information that machines can understand, such as 
the 5-Star Rating Systems for rating amazon products. 
Second, the closeness or unavailability of the data matters: 
service providers may choose not to disclose such 
information, often vital in their business models. In other 
words, the user might lack access to his or her social 
media information outside the web platform that produces 
and collects the data. 
E. Direct User Input 
Direct user input is an alternative to context inference 
from data. In this approach, the user provides directly 
some contextual information. Often, the user provides this 
information in form of confirmations.  
We add two reflections on that matter: First, if 
applications want users to provide direct input, it is key to 
keep them aware of the potential services they could get, 
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ensure data protection and provide user-friendly channels 
for providing such information. Second, mobile services 
should avoid overwhelming users with excessive number 
of questions about their context, but instead use this when 
the benefit is maximal. Since some information can be 
inferred as well, information gathering should be a trade-
off between known information, inferred information and 
information provided by the user directly.  
IV. EXPOSING GENERAL INFORMATION TO OTHERS 
There are general information sources that, although 
they are not strictly related to the user, may be relevant to 
the user later, to either complement user context, e.g., 
weather information, or to provide information to the user, 
e.g., book information. Some third-party general 
information types, to enrich CAS, are presented. General 
information can be consumed in different ways, these 
being complementary and at different conceptual levels. 
A. Plain web information 
The information on the web is overwhelming in size, 
but also a challenge for machines to understand and 
compute since much information is not published in fully 
machine-understandable formats. For computers to 
automatically deal with web-sourced information, many 
data mining and text analytic tools have been proposed, 
but natural language still seems too ambiguous [46] to be 
understood robustly by machines. 
Sometimes, one can crawl the web and find labels, 
keywords or some sort of classification that can help ma-
chines filter such information. Also, one can find mi-
croformats in the web, small html machine-understandable 
patterns that represent specific concepts such as people, 
events, and reviews.  
Using the web information by hard-coding a web 
crawler that extract information from websites may nei-
ther be sustainable nor recommended, since information 
accessibility and availability are rarely ensured. For ex-
ample, the web publisher may change the website and the 
web crawler is unable to extract the new content. There 
are other approaches to publish this information, which 
will be introduced and discussed next. 
B. Web services 
Web services allow third-party applications to reuse 
publisher data or services. The World Wide Web Consor-
tium (W3C) has worked towards a full standardization and 
usability of web services: they published a series of rec-
ommendations for information publishers that, when fol-
lowed, allow third-party applications to use data. These 
web services are often payment services; other times web 
services provide free services, open data, linked data, etc. 
C. Open data 
Open data can be freely used, re-used and redistributed 
by anyone to everyone - subject only, at most, to the 
requirement to attribute and sharealike [61]. 
Open data must ensure availability and access, re-use 
and redistribution, and universal participation: all this with 
the purpose of achieving interoperability – the ability of 
diverse systems and organizations to work together (i.e., 
inter-operate) [61]. By opening data, we mean publishing 
the information in a form of structured annotated data 
(instead of formats like pdf) that machines can readily 
understand and process in computations. 
Open data initiatives have emerged during the last 
decade and many organizations have opened up their data. 
This movement has been very evident in the news media 
industry. Also, governments have opened much of their 
data pertaining to health [19] and transportation [56], 
whereby allowing third parties to develop mobile 
applications that provide convenient access to citizens. 
Other open initiatives include OpenWeatherMap, provid-
ing weather information via a weather API [59]; or the 
NYC open data initiative, through which the City of New 
York provides open information in several categories, 
such as health information, housing, education, etc. [41]. 
D. Linked data 
Linked data is about using the Web to create typed links 
between data [8]. It also refers to data published on the 
Web in such a way that it is machine-readable, its 
meaning is explicitly defined, it is linked to other external 
data sets, and can in turn be linked to from external data 
sets [8]. In other words, linked data are machine-readable 
and connected – or potentially connectable – to other 
linked datasets. We emphasize that, although linked open 
data and linked data are sometimes used interchangeably, 
linked data implies nothing about it openness albeit they 
are often published under an open license agreement.  
While open data is a movement towards openness 
without clear standard procedures to publish data, linked 
data is a technical implementation of the very concept of 
linked data. Linked data offer myriads of opportunities to 
learn new knowledge and provide new services. For 
example, the Dbpedia dataset is an attempt to extract 
structured information from Wikipedia and make this 
information available on the web [4]; GeoNames provides 
RDF descriptions of more than 7,5 million  geographical 
features world-wide and  can be used by applications to 
create new or enrich existing applications. Based on the 
last two datasets and their linkage, for example, this 
mobile application provides the users with information 
regarding their current locations and those close to them 
[7]. Other linked datasets include information such as 
news information from BBC news [30], film information 
from imdb [31], music information from the LinkedBrainz 
project [32], or museum collection information from the 
British Museum [10].  
V. TERMINOLOGICAL INFORMATION  
Besides factual information, computers need termino-
logical information that helps them understand how to 
better compute and reason with factual information. Such 
terminological information appears in forms of 
vocabularies or thesaurus, among others.  
The role of this information might be to describe par-
ticular data archives, which are often provided as modular 
components for developers working with their data. 
Therefore, these resources might enable computers to 
have a deeper understanding of some information, such as 
texts in natural language. 
Some of these resources include Dublin Core, a set of 
vocabulary terms to describe web and physical resources 
[60]; and WordNet, an online lexical database designed to 
be used by other applications, that organizes English 
nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs into groups of syno-
nyms, where each group represents a specific lexical con-
cept [38]. SentiWordnet [20] is a lexical resource for 
opinion mining, where each Wordnet term is assigned one 
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of three sentiment scores – positive, negative, or objective. 
Similarly, GeneralInquirer [52] includes manually-
classi!ed terms labeled with various types of positive or 
negative semantic orientation, and words having to do 
with agreement or disagreement. 
Other initiatives for specific domains have been 
proposed: for instance, the Medical Subject Headings 
(MeSH) RDF Linked Data thesaurus is a controlled 
vocabulary produced by the National Library of Medicine 
(NLM) since 1960 [33]. NLM uses MeSH in their products 
and systems for indexing, cataloging, and searching for 
biomedical and health-related information and documents. 
VI. ALGORITHMS AND INFERENCE TECHNIQUES 
A. Positioning techniques 
Positioning techniques use built-in physical sensors to 
estimate the user’s physical location. These sensors 
usually measure signals, such as those coming from 
GNSS-enabled devices, WiFi access points, mobile net-
work cells, to mention only a few [62]. Since there are 
significant differences in the type of environments for 
which position needs to be determined, each with a more 
suitable technique, hybrid techniques are often deployed 
in industry in order to provide ideal position estimation. 
B. Semantic Location 
Although position is the base of many Location-based 
Services, this information may be irrelevant for some 
services that, instead, need information of the semantics of 
such location. For instance, some geographical coordi-
nates can have a different meaning for each user. That is, 
if the user is, say, in a sport center, the meaning of this 
place changes among users, one might see this at his/her 
workplace, while for another this is simply a leisure 
center. Several attempts have been made to infer semantic 
location from physical and virtual sensors [45, 18]. Such 
information is available through the Lumia SensorCore 
SDK, a mobile sensor framework, enabling developers to 
provide services based on user semantic location [34]. 
C. Activity Recognition 
Activity recognition is a task that involves identifying 
the physical activity a user is performing [27]. Many 
activity recognition techniques use data from 
accelerometers and other physical sensors to identify a 
variety of activities, e.g., the user is (i) immobile, (ii) 
probably walking, (iii) probably cycling, (iv) probably 
driving, or (v) using public transport. User activity is also 
an important piece of contextual information. Accessing 
virtual or social media information might help in this task. 
We can discover actions that were unknown before, e.g., 
user updates his or her Facebook status to “drinking 
coffee with John”. 
D. Sentiment Analysis and Opinion Mining 
As discussed previously, social media can provide 
useful user-related information. Of the several activities 
that make use of such information, we highlight opinion 
mining and sentiment analysis [43].  
They can be extensively used for many different 
purposes, ranging from commercial to political. For 
example, opinion mining in e-commerce can be used to 
learn what people think about certain products, from both 
a user perspective to know what others think of the 
product, to the seller’s perspective to know what changes 
to be made or new features to introduce in following 
products, whereby improving customer satisfaction. 
E. Social Network Analysis (SNA) 
In existing social media, one can extract contextual 
information by analyzing the user profiles and interactions 
between them. For instance, in e-commerce, previous 
research has shown that users trust  reviews more when 
they come from users similar to them [55]. This can be 
indeed used by say, recommender systems, to understand 
which opinions are more relevant to the users. Another 
example is using the social network structure to infer 
previously unknown information about the user [39]. 
This analysis includes user profiling, which we discuss 
next, since it warrants a discussion of its own. 
F. User profile inference 
Understanding user profiles is relevant to provide users 
with a suitable quality of service. This has been widely 
researched [14, 25]. For instance, in the web environment, 
one can profile users by how they navigated through web 
sites and identifying, for example, selected text, visited 
and printed pages, and which links they clicked and to 
which websites they were directed  [25]. Recommender 
systems already benefit from user profiling techniques but 
other applications, such as in areas of tourism or online 
learning, can as well. Also, user profile inference activities 
can be made within specific social networks, overlapping 
with the previous category. 
G. File Annotation 
File annotation, or metadata extraction, is arguably 
somewhat similar to user profiling but done in documents 
instead on user profiles. This can provide information 
about documents, videos, etc., either to understand user 
interests through understanding the used documents, or to 
provide and filter information matching user interests [13, 
47]. Following the previous recommender system exam-
ple, one should (automatically) understand book features 
to associate with user preferences. Another case can be to 
create keyword-based file systems to substitute current 
folder systems or to improve user search within such sys-
tems [9]. 
VII. APPLICATIONS 
Context-aware Services are applied in many domains, 
including: 
A. Location-based Services 
Location-based Services are those mobile services that 
adapt to user position [44], and constitute the main market 
in Context-aware Services. There are plenty of services 
that provide relevant information of places and events 
nearby [16, 23]. Also Geo-fencing is becoming a hot topic 
in LBS applications [40], and many useful geo-fencing-
related services already exist, such as reminders to users 
when entering a specific geometric area, e.g. post office 
nearby. 
B. Information providers 
There is an overwhelming amount of information in the 
web and users would benefit from information pre-
filtering and provision based on their preferences. 
AmbiAgent is agent-based infrastructure for context-based 
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information delivery [28]. There are other content delivery 
systems and search systems which create multimedia 
content tailored to their users’ needs [21]. 
C. Recommender systems 
Recommender systems were first reduced to the 
problem of estimating ratings for the items that have not 
been seen by a user [2], but are nowadays more influenced 
by the amount of user information available. Therefore, 
many pieces of information should be considered to 
improve recommender systems, such as all the 
information regarding user profiling and opinion mining. 
D. Education 
Last research initiatives seem to opt for personalized 
learning services instead of one-size-fits-all solutions, 
such as UoLmP, a context-aware adaptive and 
personalized mobile learning system that supports semi-
automatic adaptation of learning activities. Also, 
personalization has been used to boost learner motivations 
[49], optimal objective setting, etc.  
E. Health and Sport 
Context can be useful in the health domain. The home-
care context-aware computing (HoCCAC)  multi-agent 
system is designed to maximize task-planning schedule 
discovery and react autonomously according to changes in 
the hospital environment [50]. 
There are also many Context-aware Services useful in 
the area of sports, from sport tracking applications such as 
PureRunner, to sport partner finding applications such as 
buddyup. 
F. Traveling and Tourism 
Context-aware applications have the potential to be 
used in this domain. Some tourism-related context-aware 
systems and applications can be found in the literature [12, 
36]. The context-aware GUIDE is an intelligent electronic 
tourist GUIDE that present to visitors information tailored 
to both their personal and environmental contexts [12]. 
G. Logistic 
Historical and streaming data can be analyzed for 
understanding, for instance, road traffic and provide 
tailored recommendations for routes by car or public 
transport, especially considering the trend of opening 
public transportation information in terms of timetables 
[24] or even transport position information in real time 
[54]. Some mobile personal assistant applications offer 
this kind of service, providing information of how to go 
from your actual location to your next (inferred) location. 
H. E-democracy  
Studying opinion and sentiment of people in social 
media is a means for governments to perceive their 
citizens’ insights, worries, etc., and this information might 
be of value for decision making. This is the objective of 
the German-funded project ALL-SIDES, Advanced 
Large-Scale Language Analysis for Social Intelligence 
Deliberation Support [17], which uses language analysis 
to understand citizens’ opinions. 
I. Smart homes and Smart cities 
Context awareness is crucial for smart home systems to 
succeed [63]. Other works provide insights of applications 
in the so-called smart cities, where variety of networked 
sensor-based systems and devices are deployed on the 
scale of cities [35].  
J. Crowd-based applications 
Crowd-based applications are those matching needs and 
the available resources, with the characteristics of these 
resources being offered by individuals instead of 
companies. These services typically occur in a proprietary 
web platform where the individuals exchange such infor-
mation or services. 
Some examples of these applications are airbnb for 
house renting; blablacar for carsharing; and even Billetes 
Tren Mesa AVE Renfe, for trip-buddies seeking with the 
purpose of obtaining cheaper train tickets. Other potential 
activities include participatory involvement in local 
activities, voluntary works, e-commerce, crowd-based 
logistics, and peer-expert services. 
Functional context-aware systems would facilitate the 
development of crowd-based applications and eliminate or 
reduce current tedious top-down coordination required 
from officials.  
VIII. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
Location-based Services are currently proliferating for 
personal mobile applications. Intuitively, other contextual 
information can benefit actual CAS, but it is unclear how. 
At the time of writing, mobile sensors frameworks are the 
de facto technology for context-aware computing. The 
information provided by these frameworks is limited to 
information streaming from physical sensors such as posi-
tion, or some basic contextual information, such as user 
language. Yet more relevant, these frameworks act as 
some sort of context providers, lacking the ability of com-
puting and reasoning with context. Therefore, we advocate 
the need for a mobile component that reasons with context 
and supports more complex types of information. 
We conceptualized context, how to model context using 
ontologies and propose and architecture for CAS. These 
conceptualization and definitions allow us to discuss and 
reason with context in an actionable way. Among other 
things, we discussed context modeling, and concluded 
ontology-based modeling is an optimal choice because it 
offers many desirable properties.  
We reviewed some of the data sources to better under-
stand user context, suggesting that information from social 
media can indeed be the key information for its volume 
and variety, especially from open social media platforms. 
The challenge is to understand this more unstructured type 
of information, e.g., text in natural language, for which 
many data and text mining techniques have already been 
developed. We also reviewed some sources of general 
information that, when understood properly, can be useful 
to provide tailored mobile services. Some of these sources 
of information are related to weather forecasts, news, 
public transportation or books and movies. 
When the needed user information is unknown, we can 
use inference techniques to discover such information. For 
instance, using SNA or activity recognition techniques, 
one can discover (previously unknown) user context at-
tributes. This, in turn, increases the understanding that the 
CAS has of the mobile user. 
Regarding applicability, there are many areas in which 
these CAS may improve user experience, including health, 
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logistics, education, etc. We believe crowd-based services 
can be relevant in CAS, since these systems can facilitate 
the development of such need-resource matching services 
that currently require tedious top-down coordination. 
A curious detail is that, although many context manager 
frameworks have been proposed to work as general-
purpose frameworks, many different frameworks have 
been developed in practice for different purposes, and still 
worse, they are often designed to fulfill the needs of a 
specific (limited set) of applications. The number of CASs 
hinders the rapid integration in mobile services, thus 
discouraging mobile developers to build fully Context-
aware Services because of its complexity. 
Besides technical challenges when dealing with con-
text, an obstacle for development of CAS is growing user 
privacy concerns, i.e., users are reluctant to provide their 
data, or give permissions to access and process the data, to 
these context managers. Therefore, we look forward to 
regulations and systems that allow applications to use 
such contextual data without compromising the user 
privacy. 
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ABSTRACT
Mobile users want mobile services tailored to their current context and needs. These context-aware 
services have primarily focused on position information; using other types of user information would 
enhance the development of smarter services. There is a range of frameworks that manage and distribute 
user context; however, when several information sources and inference techniques are available, these 
context frameworks face the need to make appropriate decisions to facilitate the most suitable context 
information to applications. This article describes strategies to solve a context acquisition problem, 
namely the choice of the information channel, given available user information and context obtaining 
services. The proposed context acquisition strategy, based on Bayesian decision theory, improves the 
frameworks’ decision making and enables integrating and encapsulating a wide set of context inference 
and reasoning algorithms and data sources, in a well-documented, transparent, and principled way.
KeywoRdS
Context, Context Inference, Context-Aware Services, Decision Making, Decision Networks, Ontology-Based 
Modelling, Pervasive Computing, Smart Mobile Services
INTRodUCTIoN
The development of smartphones and communication technologies has had tremendous impact on 
our daily habits. Two decades ago, mobile phones were primarily used for making calls; nowadays, 
they are the means for myriads of activities. Specific-purpose applications allow mobile users to do 
almost anything, from booking a hotel room for the weekend, e-mailing their colleagues, to checking 
the weather forecast. Not only have mobile applications arisen to help conduct these daily activities, 
but more user-related information sources are available. It is possible to obtain information about user 
position, gender and hobbies, among others, and use this information to provide users with tailored 
services that further facilitate the carrying out of certain tasks. These applications are so-called 
context-aware applications (Rivero-Rodriguez, Pileggi, & Nykänen, 2016). In practice, most context-
aware applications are based on spatial user information, constituting the so-called Location-Based 
Services (LBS) (Rao & Minakakis, 2003). The success of LBS is due to the relevance of positioning 
information for user daily activity, its standardization and ease of usage. Using other information, 
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e.g. from sensors or social networks (Rivero-Rodriguez, Pileggi, & Nykänen, 2016), would benefit 
the further development of context-aware applications. Information can be extracted or it can be 
inferred, such as in the case of user needs, habits, gender or hobbies. Nevertheless, the management 
of this information raises several difficulties, particularly when mobile applications developers need 
to create applications that obtain such information without user assistance.
Consider a mobile application that provides specific information or service to the user 
based on the gender. If the application had access to the user web browsing history, it could 
analyze this information to determine the user gender. Typically, the app developer should 
find the means, e.g. some inference techniques or available services, to obtain the missing 
information based on the available user information. Such services are available; however, the 
developer may be unfamiliar with suitable tools and would need to spend a significant amount 
of time finding the most suitable ones. An intuitive solution for developers is to delegate this 
context management task to context management frameworks. The rest of the paper will use a 
concrete use case of Tom using such a mobile app. The Context Management framework would 
need to provide the application with the information of Tom’s gender, given some information 
about him. The ideas explored in this research work would assist mobile apps to obtain certain 
information. For instance, it allows to provide users with better information and mobile apps 
that are tailored to them.
This paper discusses how context management frameworks can solve the problem of choosing 
the optimal information channel to obtain a specific contextual attribute, based on available services 
and user information. For ontology-based context-aware systems, the previously proposed approaches 
to this problem have considered only the accuracy of the information for decision making. This work 
describes how other relevant parameters for selecting the appropriate channel, such as monetary cost 
or time of response, can be included in the decision. The optimal channel selection is a trade-off 
between information accuracy, monetary cost and time of response.
BACKGRoUNd
Context Manager
Research on context aware systems (CAS) began in earnest in the early 1990’s (Abowd et al., 1999). 
According to Baldauf et al., context “can refer to any information that can be used to characterize the 
situation of an entity, where an entity can be a person, place, or physical or computational object” 
(Baldauf, Dustdar, & Rosenberg, 2007). In a nutshell, the context-aware system may get user-related 
information from logical or virtual sensors and from different information sources. The context-aware 
system is responsible for dealing with, reasoning with and distributing context to context-consuming 
applications (Nykänen & Rivero Rodriguez, 2014).
CASs encapsulate a range of techniques to process information for different purposes such as: i) 
to obtain user context based on raw sensor data, e.g. using activity recognition methods (inference) to 
infer user motion status from accelerometer data (Su, Tong & Gi, 2014); ii) to infer user information 
based on other user-related information, e.g. inferring user profile attributes based on his/her social 
network structure (Rivero-Rodriguez, Pileggi, & Nykänen, 2015) and iii) to solve data conflicts for 
integration of two or more sources of information (Al-Shargabi & Siewe, 2013).
The representation of contextual information plays a major role in context-aware systems, since 
different modeling strategies offer different properties. Several approaches have been proposed 
for context modelling using key-value models, object-oriented models or ontology-based models, 
among others. According to Strang and Linnhoff-Popien, ontology-based models offer the most 
desirable properties such as information alignment, dealing with incomplete or partially understood 
information, domain-independent modeling, and formally working with context model of varying 
level of detail (Strang & Linnhoff-Popien, 2004). Our focus lies, therefore, on ontology-based 
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models and architectures such the Service-oriented Context-aware Middleware (SOCAM) (Gu, Pung 
& Zhang, 2005) and the Context Engine (CE) (Nykänen & Rivero Rodriguez, 2014). We will use 
the term Context Manager (CM) to denote an abstract component that handles context acquisition, 
representation and distribution.
Validity of context information has been discussed previously in the literature, where it has 
been pointed out that contextual information is not always valid, and that the validity of contextual 
information can be assessed in ontology-based models (Ranganathan & Campbell, 2003; Khedr & 
Karmouch, 2004). However, there is a lack of literature investigating the validity of methods to be 
integrated in context management frameworks, independently of the context modelling strategy. 
Uncertainty has been a more discussed topic (Ranganathan, Al-Muhtadi & Campbell, 2004). Gu et al’s 
work discusses the uncertain nature of context and its integration in ontology-based context models 
(Gu, Pung & Zhang, 2004). They propose a Bayesian network approach to represent uncertain context 
within the SOCAM architecture. This approach handles probabilities and accuracy of information, 
enabling context managers to select the most accurate information channel when several alternatives 
are available.
This paper proposes an extension to the work of Gu et al. by using decision networks, a 
generalization of Bayesian networks, enabling the context manager to make a decision based not 
exclusively on information accuracy, but rather on a trade-off between information accuracy and other 
relevant variables such as the monetary cost of information or time of response. Also, we describe 
the communication process between the context manager and the context-consuming applications.
Uncertain Context in ontology-Based Models
Gu et al. proposed a general model to represent uncertain context, and a probability extension to 
OWL (Web Ontology Language) that can be incorporated in Context-Aware Systems (Gu, Pung & 
Zhang, 2004). In practice, the accuracy of the inferred information is annotated in the context model 
and can be communicated to context-consuming applications.
Using Bayesian networks allows the context manager to evaluate the accuracy of information of 
several channels, enabling the manager to select a channel that satisfies the application requirements 
in terms of information accuracy. Bayesian networks are able to represent probabilistic relationships 
between the variables, but lack capabilities to represent any other (non-probabilistic) information, 
such as monetary cost or time of response, that are relevant in making a choice. There is a need for 
managing these other types of information, enabling the context manager to make better decisions. 
This paper introduces the usage of decision networks to deal with contextual information, supporting 
the annotation of other aspects of the information and information channels. Decision networks 
were introduced in the 1980’s to extend Bayesian networks to model and solve decision-making 
problems (Pearl, 1988).
STANdARd ARCHITeCTURe
This section describes the communication mechanism between the Context Manager (CM) and the 
context-consuming application through the Context Manager API. Note that the Context Ontology 
(Wang et al., 2004) is the common ontology to refer to the contextual information attribute, as it is 
part of all ontology-based systems. The context request process is described Figure 1, which shows 
the interaction between the application and the CM when the former requests specific context 
information from the latter.
This section focuses on the channel selection, a process occurring in the Context Manager and 
communicating with external applications if necessary, i.e. channel selection in Figure 1. Later, the 
communication mechanisms between the Context Manager and the context-consuming application 
(context request and context response in Figure 1) are further described.
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CHANNeL SeLeCTIoN
The Context Manager should choose the optimal channel, i.e. source of information and context 
obtaining service. The Context Manager maintains the so-called performance table that keeps track 
of the ability of all available services to infer or extract any context attribute based on any known 
information. The CM keeps track of the context services, including the accuracy of the obtained 
information, its monetary cost and the time of response. It has the following pieces of information, 
among others:
• q represents the attribute to be inferred, i.e., the attribute needed by the application;
• knownInformation represents the data sources that can be used to infer or acquire q;
• service represents the utilized context-obtaining services;
• timeResponse represents the maximum time needed to obtain the needed context;
• acc represents the accuracy rate given the query, the data sources and the service;
• monetaryCost represents the monetary costs associated to using the inference service.
When an inference service has not been empirically tested or is not able to solve a 
specific context request, its query accuracy is set to empty or invalid, respectively. Filling 
the performance table requires empirical evidence. The following examples illustrate how 
to fill the performance table for the acquisition of user’s gender based on i) Facebook 
information; ii) the user’s first name; and iii) the user’s picture. The performance table will 
be used to build a decision network for the choice of which context-obtaining service to use 
for gender determination.
obtaining User Gender Using Name-Based Inference
This kind of inference is based on empirical evidence (Bird, Klein, & Loper, 2009). For example, 
Anglo-Saxon names that end in ‘a’ and ‘o’ are typically given to females and males, respectively. 
We created a Naïve Bayes classifier in Python. The Names dataset (Kantrowitz, n.d.), a list of 7944 
first names and corresponding gender information, was used to train the method. The inference was 
based on a set of features that describe some characteristics of person’s first name: the first letter, the 
last letter, the last two letters and the length of the name.
Using this dataset and the aforementioned attributes, the gender identification accuracy using 
Naïve Bayes classifier is 0.79 (training and test sets with 5000 and 2944 samples, respectively): Cost 
is 0  and the computation time is under 0.1s.
Figure 1. Interaction between application and the CM
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obtaining User Gender Using Facebook-Based Inference
Facebook information can be processed using Facebook SDK for Android (Facebook Developers, 
n.d.a) or iOS (Facebook Developers, n.d.b). In these SDKs, one can use the graph API to obtain 
information from Facebook’s social graph. If we obtain the user’s gender based on the Facebook 
graph, we consider this information to be certain (probability = 1) because the user has provided 
this information in the registration process. Response time is 0.2 seconds and we assume Facebook 
provides this information at a price of 0.5 euros. Internet costs are neglected.
obtaining User Gender Using Picture-Based Inference
Kairos (https://www.kairos.com) offers facial recognition services. Based on a user’s picture, Kairos 
detects the person’s demographics such as age or gender, or emotions such as sentiment and attention. 
For our concern, this picture-based inference claims a 92% gender accuracy rate. Its pricing is not linear 
and depends on the number of transactions per day. For our example, we assume that an (inference) 
transaction has a cost of 0.2  and delivery time under 0.3 seconds. Internet costs are neglected.
Constructing a decision Network From empirical evidence
A simple decision network is sufficient to explain how to compare different means of obtaining 
context. Based on the gender example, a decision network with three possible channels to obtain the 
user gender is presented in Figure 2. Each of these channels has an expected accuracy, monetary cost 
and delay of information. In this case, using the conventional a priori information, one can infer the 
gender with accuracy of 50%.
The theory behind decision networks, also called influence diagrams, was introduced in the 80’s 
(Pearl, 1988) and can be found in textbooks (Russel & Norvig, 1995). In brief, the networks represent 
the agent’s current state of knowledge, its possible actions, the state that will result from the action 
and the utility of the state. In Figure 1 chance nodes (ovals), decision nodes (rectangles) and utility 
Figure 2. Decision network for the decision problem of inferring user’s gender
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nodes (diamonds) represent random variables, the agent’s point for decision making and the agent 
utility function, respectively.
To illustrate the calculation, we focus on the leftmost part of the diagram, which is broken down 
in Figure 3. There is a priori gender information using the fact that roughly half of the population is 
male and the other half female. Using the Naïve Bayes classifier described earlier, the probability 
of obtaining the right gender based on first name is 0.79, resulting in the conditional probabilities 
in Figure 3. The decision is based solely on the classifier’s output, deciding for male if the classifier 
decides so and female otherwise; this policy is shown in the decision table. The utility function 
describes the relative rewards/ penalties for correct/incorrect classification. In this example, correct 
inference has reward value 1 , while incorrect inferences have penalty 1  or 2  (depending on the 
actual user gender, e.g. males can be more offended by misidentification).
Therefore, the Expected Utility (EU) is quantified as follows:
EU C G U C M G M P C M G M
U C M G F P C M G F
U C F G
| & * &
& * &
&
! " # # #! " # #! "
$ # #! " # #! "
$ # #! " # #! "
$ # #! " # #! "
M P C F G M
U C F G F P C F G F
* &
& * &
 
Applying Bayes’ rule:
P C M G M P C M G M P G M! !" # ! ! !" # !" #& | *  
the expected utility is:
Figure 3. Left side of decision network from Figure 2 in detail
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EU C G| * . * . * . * . * . * . * . * .! " # $ %! " $ %! " $1 0 79 0 5 1 0 21 0 5 2 0 21 0 5 1 0 79 0 5  = 0 475.   
Considering the cost of access to information and the delay of information, the benefit of using 
the channel is the following:
EU C G cost costaccess delay! " # # $ 0 475.  −0  ! "0 1 1. s   / .s = 0 375   
Similarly, the expected utilities and other costs can be calculated for the other channels, and are 
included as well in Figure 2. These costs are essential to make an optimal channel decision.
If delays and access costs are neglected the optimal information channel is Facebook, which has the 
highest Expected Utility (EU). If access cost is taken into account, the optimal channel is using picture-
based inference, which optimizes EU – costaccess. If the information delay is considered, we need to assign it a value in  , in this example 1  per second in delay, to make the conversion between time and monetary 
costs. In that case, the optimal channel is name-based inference, which optimizes EU – costaccess – costdelay.Similarly to how Gu et al (2004) annotate information accuracy in Web Ontology Language 
(OWL), a language to represent ontologies, the inferred contextual information coming from the 
decision network can be annotated in the ontological information as shown in Table 1.
CoMMUNICATIoN
The Context Ontology (Wang et al., 2004) is the common vocabulary between the context-consuming 
application and the CM that allows the application to request information attributes and that can 
be understood and computed by CM. The mechanism of context request and context response are 
described below. Note that, chronologically, the context request comes first, then the CM decides 
the information channel, unless it has already solved this previously, and finally the CM provides the 
information in the context response phase.
Context Request
The context-consuming application and the CM, the application requests the context through a query 
to the CM API as:
ask q opt q Q, ,! " #  
where q is the requested attribute, taking any of the values of Q, the list of contextual attributes. 
Through opt, the application may specify its preferences on how it requires the CM to obtain the 
information. Some of the options are:
Table 1. Inferred contextual information coming from the decision network
<prob:PriorProb rdf:ID=”P(Tom is male)”< 
<prob:hasVariable><rdf:value>(Tom hasGender Male)</rdf:value><prob:hasVariable> 
<prob:service>Picture-based inference of gender</ prob:service> 
<prob:acc>0.92</prob:acc> 
<prob:delay>0.3</prob:delay> 
<prob:costAccess>0.2</prob:costAccess> 
<prob:EU>0.8</prob:EU> 
<prob:EU-channel>0.6</prob:EU-channel> 
<prob:EU-channel-delay>0.3</prob:EU-channel-delay> 
</prob:PriorProb>
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• infer: it specifies whether or not the CM is allowed to use inference tools to obtain 
information or, conversely, information can be extracted from other sources, but no 
inference can take place;
• service: it specifies the preferential context service for the application;
• nofAcceptedAnswers: number of answers that the application accepts;
• knownInformation: list of information sources that can be accessed by the application;
• prefInformation: list of information sources that have preference for this task;
• timeValid: time when the information should be valid, e.g. weather forecast for tomorrow;
• minAcc: consider only context attributes at least this accurate;
• maxTimeResponse: maximum time the application can wait for response;
• maxCostMon: maximum monetary cost that the application is willing to pay for the information. 
For instance, some inference services may be subject to charge.
Three examples of context attribute queries using some of the proposed options follow:
ask gender! "  
ask favLit notAcceptedAnswers minAcc, , .! !" #" #3 0 6  
ask city timeValid 'Monday' prefInformation 'cal' 'search', , ,! ! " #$ %$ %  
Context Response
The Context Manager aims at identifying the optimal channel to obtain the requested context. For the 
Context Manager to make a decision, it should obtain all the information from the mobile application. 
In the example of the gender, the application might request the context as follows:
ask gender minAcc infer Yes availableDS fb firstnam( , . , , ' ', '! ! !0 7 e '" #$ %  
The CM would need to build and solve the decision network to decide the context-obtaining 
channel. Based on the restrictions given by the application, the cost and time of response should be 
neglected when selecting a channel, only considering its expected utility. Because of the information 
available, some channels are discarded, i.e. the picture-based inference is neglected because the 
application lacks access to the user’s picture. Therefore, the CM builds a decision network with the 
two available information channels and evaluates the expected utility of each of them:
EU C G| .! " # 0 475   for name-based inference 
EU F G|! " # 1  for Facebook-based inference 
Facebook is the optimal channel because it has the highest expected utility. The CM communicates 
this to the application with the following message:
response gender male source fb infer No acc EU! ! ! ! !"' ', ' ', , . , .1 0 1 0 #" #  
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The decision making is a classic multi-objective optimization problem. At first, the Pareto set 
can be found in the decision network in order to reduce the number of possible solutions. If there are 
several solutions, the CM should quantify the trade-offs in satisfying the different objectives, and/
or find a single solution that satisfies the subjective preferences of a decision maker (Stjepandi , 
Wognum, & Verhagen, 2015), in our case the mobile application.
Besides those cases of single attributes discovery, like in our examples, there are cases where 
compound queries are needed, such as user’s weather forecast tomorrow. The application should, 
first, estimate the user location tomorrow (perhaps from the calendar) and use weather services 
to obtain the weather forecast. The Context Manager has to be transparent with regard of the user 
information and services that it has utilized – being careful not to mislead the applications. Thus, 
applications should be properly informed of the accuracy of such information, its sources, and any 
other relevant information.
CoNCLUSIoN
The relevance of Context-aware systems is tremendous since it allows the provision of mobile services 
that are tailored to the users’ need. This can be applied in emerging areas like Internet of Things 
(Perera et al., 2014). This may reduce the burden of receiving irrelevant information and services. 
In this work, we have discussed Context-aware systems, and how the Context Manager selects the 
optimal channel of information. Among ontology-based CAS, there has been previous work to annotate 
uncertainty of context in OWL, using Bayesian Networks, which allows to obtain the accuracy of 
information of each information channel. The Context Manager selected the channel based solely 
on the information accuracy.
We proposed the use of Decision Networks to annotate also (non-probabilistic) information. 
That way, the channel of information has a certain accuracy of information, but also considers other 
attributes such as monetary cost of information and time of response. This representation model 
enables the Context Manager to select the best channel based on a trade-off between accuracy of 
information, cost and time of response. Further work could include investigating the selection of 
more than one channel, if one wants to maximize accuracy.
Moreover, this paper has described the communication between mobile applications and the 
Context Manager. In brief, this work provides the basic building block for working with atomic 
queries, i.e., questions from the application involving clauses with only one contextual attribute, as 
in the case of gender. Further work could include the extension to compound queries, which combine 
several atomic contextual attributes. In this case, additional challenges include query optimization 
and representing probably approximately true terms and sentences. In the abstract sense, this line 
of research is already currently underway (Zadeh, 2006). From the conceptual CM development 
point of view, however, this simply introduces an additional level of delegation of context-aware 
applications’ responsibilities.
Strictly from the deployment point of view, the most tedious task is to keep track of the 
context services’ performance, which are the basis for the CM to make smart decisions. One 
could conduct empirical studies to see how well a specific tool solves a specific problem, based 
on a specific dataset. This is typically done, but not restricted to, by using labeled datasets that 
allow classification algorithms to learn patterns in the data. The CM may choose to rely on other 
reported information, e.g., scientific papers or crowd-sourcing experiments where inference tools 
have been tested in different datasets.
Regarding the access to external information, applications may have access to user information as 
they do nowadays in most mobile platform APIs. However, users often perceive risks in providing such 
information to other applications; thus, appropriate policies and mechanisms should be set to prevent 
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the misuse of personal information. Besides the obvious challenges, we believe that using mobile 
components to manage contextual information can help mobile developers build smart information 
services that can exceed user expectations.
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